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Abstract
This thesis concerns with the ^-adic representations 
of the Galois groups of number fields obtained from varieties. 
The study of these £-adic representations may be one way to 
study the ( arithmetic of the ) varieties themselves. The 
general theory of §_-adic representations of number fields ad 
hoc due to Serre is also treated here.
Our emphasis is on the determination of the images 
of the (^-adic representations, but mainly concentrating on the 
simplest case, namely, that about elliptic and modular curves.
Chapter I deals with the theory of Abelian O.-adic 
representations according to Serre. Its generalization to the 
7\/-adic case is also treated ( §10 ). There is another equiv­
alent description of these §/-adic representations via local 
algebraicity ( § 8 ) which is convenient for us to gain 
knowledge from algebraic geometry. There is a complete 
description of the locally algebraic semi-simple rational 
Abelian Q-adic representations of number fields ( §5 ).
Chapter II is about the 3^ -adic representations at­
tached to elliptic curves. This is the best known result. 
The problem, separated into two cases: with or withoout com­
plex multiplication, is completely solved ( § 7 ). Some
generalizations, particularly the case of Abelian varieties 
with complex multiplication ( § 13 ) and a case of Abelian 
varieties with real multiplication ( §12 ), are also 
mentioned.
In chapter III we consider the modular curves, but 
we mainly consider the properties of the 2^ -adic representation 
of Deligne-Serre as some "axiomatic" data ( this is in fact 
what we have done in this whole thesis ). The Lie algebras of 
the images of the representatons are determined ( §9, § 10 ). 
But in group level the problem comes to be a little bit com­
plicated because of the "extra twists". In fact we can only 
determine the images of a particular subgroup of Gal^/Q)
( §11 ) in general. The mod 3. theory of modular forms for 
the case SL(2,7l) is presented in §2 which is es­
sential as a tool for the consideration of the reduction 
modulo behaviour of the representations and thus for the 
determination of the Lie groups G^. The general properties 
of the representations ( § 5 ) are closedly related to L- 
functions.
Chapter IV is a collection of some elementary facts 
of the group theory about GL(2) and about Lie algebras. 
They apply in most cases to our consideraton.
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Part 0 Introduction
An 5,-adic representation of a group is firstly a 
homomorphism into the general linear group with coefficients 
in an iL-adic number field. There seems to be essentially one 
way to construct arithmetically interesting S^ -adic repre­
sentations of Galois groups/ namely, by considering the ac­
tion of Galois groups on the Sl-adic cohomology of an al­
gebraic variety. There are two types of varieties on which we 
have rich information: Abelian varieties and modular 
varieties.
In the case of Abelian varieties, the etale cohomol­
ogy is the Tate module T^(X) of ^-division points of the 
Abelian variety X. It was conjectured by Tate and proved by 
Faltings that an Abelian variety is determined upto isogeney 
by its Tate module. When X is an Abelian variety over a 
number field K such that (1) (EndKX)<3>Q. = E is a totally 
real number field of degree d=dimX over Q ; (2) All en-
domorphisms of X are defined over K; and (3) X does not
everywhere have potential good reduction, then Ribet ( [2] thm 
5.5.2 ) proves that the image of the Galois group in the mod 5.
reduction of the Tate module is
t GL(2,Oe /S.O^ ) : det(u) 1 ^
1
2for almost all primes where Oe is the ring of integers
of E. On the other hand when the Abelian variety has complex 
multiplication by a subfield of the field of definition,
( Serre & Tate [1] thm.5, corol.2 ) the S^-adic representation 
is Abelian. Among the Abelian representations we have the lo­
cally algebraic ones; they are given by algebraic repre­
sentations of the Serre groups Sm ( Serre [6] III §2.3. ).
In the case of modular variety, a rational vector 
space V is constructed such that the complexification V<£ 
is a space of automorphic forms and V0 = is the cohomol­
ogy of the modular variety with coefficients in an 1-adic 
sheaf; a "rational*' automorphic form e then delineates 
an j^-adic representation V^ ((f>) which is isomorphic to the 
^-adic representation associated by the Langlands correspon­
dence to <f) . We are less successful in the modular case than 
in the case of Abelian varieties.
For curves these two cases are respectively: ellip­
tic curves and modular curves X 0(N). Here the standard 
problem of the j^-adic representation, viz., the determination 
of the image and its Lie algebra of the given
representation, is solved. This is the central topic of this 
paper.
When an elliptic curve E has complex multiplica­
tion by an imaginary quadratic extension F over Q , the Lie 
algebra is equal to the Gartan subalgebra of gl(2,Qp
defined by F®Q^ ( Serre [2] §3.3 thm 5 ). If R is the
3
ring of integers of F then for almost all ^
( Serre [8] thm.5 )• When E is an elliptic curve defined
over a number field K such that E does not have complex 
multiplication over K then for almost all ^ we have = 
GL(2,Z^) ( Serre [8] §4.2 thm.2 ). We shall discuss these
results in chapter II.
Let us turn to the modular curves. Given two posi­
tive integers k, N. Let £ : (Z/N Z ) *-- > (E* be a Dirich-
let character mod N such that £(-l) = (-1)\ Let H(N) 




Let f be a modular form of type (k, £) on /0(N), in par­
ticular this means that
= t(d)(cz+d)k f(z) for Q  J) t r.(N)
Assume moreover that f is an eigenform of the Hecke 
operators Tp with eigenvalues a^  ( p ^ N ). Let E be a
finite extension of Q containing the a? and t(p)• For 
each prime write E^= EfcQ^ .
Theorem. There exists a continuous representation 
Gal(Q/<®) ---- > GL(2,El)
which is unramified outside Sn and is such that for each 
p ^ SLn we have
Tr(^(F(p))) - a ? , det(j>l(F(p))) = £(p ) V ’ 
where F(p) is the arithmetic Frobenius for p.
4This theorem is proved in Deligne-Serre [l] for k = 1, basing 
on the same theorem for k>l which is stated as Theoreme 6.1 
in Deligne-Serre [l]. As pointed out in the remarque 6.2 of 
that paper, a special case of the theorem, for k .^2 and f a 
cusp form for SL(2,,Z), is proved in Deligne [1]; and "Le cas 
general n'est pas beaucoup plus difficile”.
In Deligne [l] 3 he has shown that there is a
^ !universal elliptic curve f : E -- > M . Write H for the
image in H of the cohomology with compact support, and ,W 
for the Q-vector space h ' ( M ^  , Sym^CR1 fv*(<2_))) ( Deligne
[l] Definition 3.9 ) and for the space of cusp forms of
weight k+2 for SL(2,Z:). Then we have the Shimura isomorphism
©c = sKVl© s ^ ;
( loc. cit. Theoreme 2.10 and p.158 ) and by comparison
theorem
* = H' (Mfc Q , Sym* (R* f^Q^)))
( loc. cit. (3.10) on p.154 ). The Hecke operators Tp act 
on *W ( loc. cit. top of p.156 ) and the action of T^ on
is induced by its action on and is compatible with
the decomposition of K(W®>(£ into sum of SK^  and SK^
( loc. cit. p.171 ). In this set-up, given a cuspital eigen- 
form f in SKVI , we can pick up the corresponding eigen- 
forms of the 5,-adic cohomology group This is the
special case of the above theorem.
5In Chapter III we shall return to the question of 
the determination of the image = ^(Gal(Q/(jg)) and the
Lie algebra = Lie(G^) of the ^-adic representation
given by the above theorem. It is sufficient to consider f 
to be a cuspital new form with eigenvalues a^ under action. 
Again there are two cases.
Case I. Suppose that there is a quadratic Dirichlet charac-
ter <j> : (Z/DZZ) -- > <£* such that <£(p)ap= a, for p j( DN
and let F be the quadratic extension corresponding to the 
kernel of in Gal(®/Q ). ( F is imaginary; cf. Ribet
[3] last paragraph of d .41 ). Then we say that f has com­
plex multipliction by F. In this case (Gal(($g/q ) ) is 
Abelian ( Ribet [3] Prop.4.4 ) and ^ = F^Q^ ( Ribet [3] 
p . 43 1.13 ).
Case II. In case that f does not have complex
multiplication, write the Fourier expansion of f as
f = V  a ^  q^l_t “
Let be the set of embeddings Cl into (® of the field E
( as given in the Deligne-Serre theorem ) for which there ex­
ists a Dirichlet charcter such that (T(a<p) = Oy(p)a^ for
almost all p. Let F = E^ be the fixed field of J*. Then 
there is a 2-cocycle c((5 , & ) on ^  with values in E 
defined by a Jacobi sum using and . This cocycle
defines a central simple algebra X over F. The class of X 
in the Brauer Group of F is represented by a quaternion al­
6
gebra D over F. Let J&\ be the space consisting of those 
x in D with reduced trace Trd(x) in (jg . Momose ( [1] 
Theorem (4.1) ) proves
Each can be considered as a character of Gal(Q/(®)* Let 
H be the intersection of k e r ^  for CTfc \  . Then there is 
an X-module V such that the representation ^  is realized 
on = V<SQ^ and the actions of X and of H on 
commutes. Since the centralizer of X is D, the restriction 
of ^ to H is realized as
H ----->
Let GL(2,0_®2;, ) : det(x)  ^ • Then Ribet
( [4] theorem 3.1 ) proves that for almost all
■ \ -
7
1- We arrange the material as follows. The main con­
tent will be about the results for curves. On the other hand, 
we mention general results when possible. Not all proofs are 
given in full detail.
Within a chapter, different sections are devoted to 
distinct topics. Assumptions will remain in force the same in 
the whole section without further mention. We adopt the fol­
lowing convention: Sections and subsections are named with 
titles. "Proposition's are facts, "Theorem"s are main 
results, and main techniques are indicated by "lemma"s. ( 
However they are more or less mixed. )
We will quote results from Part IV by an extra let­
ter "A": "thm.3A" means thm.3 of Part IV.
2. Notations.




the set of all finite places of a number field; 
places;
residue characteristic or a rational prime that 
i sh'd iv is ib 1 e: by v ;
the decomposition and inertia subgroup, resp.; 
Frobenius (class) of a number field at a place
v;
V WV
: S_-adic, resp. Xradic representations;
F(v)^ = ^(F(v)) for a representation j^ ; 
cyclotomic character;
the group of roots of unity (in a field); 
the subgroup of ^  of order n (or f  if a
prime ^ is under discussion and no confusion 
appears;
G : Galois group Gal(K/K) when K is fixed under 
discussion;
G1 : image ^(G);
the image under reduction modulo 51 5
the field of q elements where q = pa ;
.T\(E) resp. T^(X) : the Tate module attached to an elliptic 
curve E resp. an Abelian variety X; 
VSl(E) = T ^ E ) ^  ; VjpO = T j p O ® ^ ;
cyclotomic module; V^ (pv) = T^(U)^)Q^;
for a 7L -module M; it is the completion at 
^ for a dg -vector space V; it is the
completion at
R*: the group of units of a ring R;
Gm = GL(1);
TK/«g:the torus obtained from Gm by restriction of scalar 
from K to (© where K is a number field.
Part I. 9^-adic representations.
1. Definition.
Our main reference is Serre [6] ( cited MG in this 
chapter, after Serre [8] ).
Let K be a field; we shall denote by K, Ks and 
ab the algebraic closure, separable closure and maximal 
Abelian extension of K, respectively. Gal(L/K) denotes the 
Galois group of all automorphisms of L over K for any 
Galois extension L/K, endowed with Krull topology. Let be 
a prime number. An $,-adic representation of K is a con­
tinuous homomorphism
(1) 9^: Gal(Ks/K) ---- > Aut(V),
where V is a finite dimensional vector space over the field 
of ^-adic numbers. For simplicity Gal(Ks/K) will al­
ways be abbreviated as G only, and GalCK^/K) as .
The image ^(G) is denoted by G^. G^ is an $l-adic Lie 
group, being a closed subgroup of Aut(V). Let denote
its Lie algebra. ( We identify Gal(Ks/K) with Gal(K/K). )
9
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2. Basic questions. Reference: MG I.
Our main interest is the ^-adic representations of 
number fields. We list some basic questions which are what we 
would ask when an Q.-adic representation is given. They are 
the properties enjoyed in a quite natural way by the repre­
sentations obtained from an variety. In this section, we as­
sume that K is a number field which is fixed under discus­
sion and representations are 5^ -adic representations of K. ^  
is the set of all ( finite ) places of K. ( cf. also, §7. 
below. For the glossary of number theory, see §4. )
2.1. A Consequence of the Cebotarev Density Theorem.
First we state a fact which gives some insight of 
what is to follow, and is used frequently. This is a con­
sequence of the Cebotarev Density Theorem.
Lemma 1. ( corol.2, (b), MG I §2.2 ) Assume that L/K is a 
Galois extension of number fields which is unramified out­
side a finite set of places. Then the set of Frobenii of 
unramified places is dense in Gal(L/K). ( Note if [L:K] 
is finite, that set is the whole Gal(L/K). )
2.1.1 Remark Since ( cf. below ) the representations we 
will consider ( mostly come from the 1-adic representations
11
of varieties ) are always unramified outside a finite set of 
places, i.e., they factor through extensions satisfying the 
condition in the above lemma, this is enough for our 
application, even though the representations are about 
Gal(K/K).
2.1.2 Remark Cebotarev's Density Theorem ( cf. MG I ).
where # means the cardinal number of a finite set and Nv the 
norm of v. Then the density of P is defined to be
if it exists. Now the Cebotarev Density Theorem states
Theorem ( thm., §2.2, MG I ) If L/K is a finite Galois 
extension of number fields, X1Gal(L/K) stable under 
conjugation, write
Let K and ^  be as above and P a subset of ^ .
Let
a (P) = # \ v t P : Nv < n \
lim a„(P)/a„C2,)
: v unramified in L and
then Px has density #X/#Gal(L/K).
12
J. Tate has given a proof using the properties of L- 
functions. ( see MG I Appendix )
2.2. Unramifiedness.
Assume an Si-adic representation of K is given
in the sequal.
Let v ^  ^  , w be a place of K extending v. If 
I(w) <=. ker for any w|v, where l(w) is the inertia sub­
group of G attached to w, then we say clC^ is unramified at 
v ( or v is unramified with respect to i^T^ , cf. Serre & Tate 
[l], p.292. Actually this is so when the condition holds for 
one w since different l(w) are conjugate ). The image of 
the Frobenius F(w) is defined at this time, and its con­
jugate class will be denoted by FCv)-,, which depends only on 
v. ( Sometimes F(v)^ will be abbreviated as F(v) only, as 
its conjugate class is in G. ) Let P(v)^(T) denote the 
characteristic polynomial det(l-F(v)^T) if v is unramified, 
where T is an indeterminate. P(v)^T) is uniquely 
determined.
2.3. Rationality.
is said to be rational ( respectively, integral ) 
if there is a finite set S  ^Y/ such that
(a) Any places not in S is unramified with respect to
13
L  ’
(b) If v  ^ then P(v)^(T) has coefficients in (0}
( respectively, in 2 ).
S is usually referred to be the exceptional set.
2.4. Compatibility.
Let and be two ^-adic and J^-adic,
respectively, representations. They are said to be compatible 
if there is a finite set S such that both and
are unramified outside S and P(vW(T) = P(v)<^(T) there.
Compatible representations have many similar 
propertities, e.g., they have the same kernel. ( cf. also 
prop.17, and MG 1-12 for 'Questions'*. )
2.5. Compatibility of a system of Q^-adic representations.
For each prime number let be a given ^-adic
representation. The system ( ) is said to be compatible
if every two CT\^  s are compatible. Let  ^v : v 1 5 L •
The system is said to be strictly compatible if there is a 
finite set such that
(a) If v-^ SuS^ then is unramified at v and
p(v)c^(T) is of rational coefficients;
(b) P(v)^(T) = P(v)^(T) if v «  SvjS^ u S^.
14
2.6. Semi-simplicity; semi-simplification.
Assume ' u. is a representation of G with repre­
sentation space V. Let
0 = Vn ^  V c __  c V = VM V\-,— — 0
be a composition series of G-subspaces. It always exists. 
Then the representation *1^ associated to
(Vc/v,) 9 -- e (V^/V*J
is called the semi-simplification of HaL ( The procedure is 
valid for any K ); it is semi-simple. ( MG I §2.3 )
If Ha. is a rational ^-adic representation, then 
the semi-simplification C1\A of "Tl is semi-simple, rational, 
compatible with HX ( actually they have the same characteris 
tic polynomial ). So semi-simplification leaves many 
properties invariant, e.g., same trace and norm. A repre­
sentation is to be semi-simple is our basic requirement, 
because, only base on which many good properties would hold. 
In case that the representation is not semi-simple, we would 
like consider its semi-simplification instead. We have
Proposition 1. ( thm. MG I §2.3 ) If ^  is a rational ^
adic representation, and is another given prime, then
there is at most one ^-adic represntation ‘Tfy which is 
semi-simple, rational, and compatible with
15
This is because of the following well known fact 
( and, the Cebotarev Density Theorem ), which is used 
frequently.
Lemma 2. Two semi-simple finite dimensional representations 
are isomorphic if they have same trace and, the base field 
is of characteristic 0.
Compatible semi-simple system is uniquely determined 
according to the proposition. ( So it is natural to ask: 
will compatible system be strictly compatible? )
2.7. Abelianness.
An Abelian representation factors through G3^  . 
Incidentally, we have
Proposition 2. ( corol. of prop.l, MG III §2.2 ) Any
Abelian $L-adic representation is unramified outside a 
finite set of places.
The reason is the reciprocity law ( which is 
essential, cf. §4 and prop.9 below ).
16
Our latter results will show that we can determine 
all rational semi-simple Abelian S^-adic representations of 
number fields. This fact has many applications.
2.8. Representation with values in an algebraic group.
We also use the concept of a representation ( of G ) 
with values in an algebraic group, where Aut(V) is replaced 
by an algebraic group H defined over Q_ ( MG I §2.4 ).
Thus an Q^-adic representation is a continuous homomorphism
G -- > H(dg^). Unramifiedness can be similarly defined;
rational means the image of the Frobenii is Q-rational or 
(5} -points. Compatibility is somewhat different. It means, 
for two representations and and a place v un­
ramified with respect to both and that the Frobenii
F(v)<^ and F(v)^ have the same evaluation for any central 
element f of the affine ring of H: f(F(v)^) = f(F(v)<^)
( F(v) : a class! ). The meaning will become clear from 
thm.5-6 of §5.4.
3. Examples.
Here K is any field.
(a) Cyclotomic representations ( characters );
17
The construction. Assume ^  4 charK. Then G ac­
ting on the group jX of Si^ -th roots of unity in K gives a 
representation
r VN: G ------------> (2 /  £ Z )\
Taking inverse limit we have the so-called cyclotomic charac­
ter
G --- >
Let T^C(W) “ 2Z^ , = T^ (|U)(^ )Q^ . We also write
% :  G ---- > Aut(Vr^(|U)) .
The continuity of ^  comes from a general fact that claims 
the inverse limit exists in the category of topological 
groups. ( We will apply this fact to the constructions about 
elliptic curves also. )
Here are some concrete calculations.
K = Q. One has that is surjective. This comes
from the reciprocity for Q by which we have Gal((®/($) X
C7lf where 7LK - lim(z/nZ) X  TT > cf* Gassels & Frohlich ^ \
[l], %5 of chap.VII by Tate. The construction is compatible 




maps Gal(K/K) onto an open subgroup of For a fixed K,
is surjective for almost all $1, It is unramified at 
each p 4 The Frobenius F(p) in is exactly p if
K = Q ; and for general K, Nv instead if v is a place of 
K not dividing ^ where Nv is its norm. Hence the system 
( is ( rational, in fact integral ) strictly compatible
with empty exceptional set.
Let’s turn to K = Qp. For each ^ we have as
above
Gal((®*/(!8 ---- > 7l \.
By classfield theory ( cf. below ), this map is identified 
with one
°V
It is locally constant if p ^ . On the other hand the map
p -- > 2p is surjective. This is again by the reciprocity.
In fact, we have Gal(($^7 Q Z *  ( Serre [5] p.79 )
where ^^(x) = if x i 7L^  and = x if x 7L*•
The reciprocity map is not like the global one. However the 
global one and the local one are compatible in the sense of 
§4.4.
(b) -adic representations obtained from the division 
points of an elliptic curve defined over K; ( for 
the definitions, cf. Part II §1. )
19
An elliptic curve gives a system of $_-adic representations 
which is, if K is a number field, rational and strictly com­
patible with exceptional set contained in the set of places 
where E has bad reduction*  To determine the images of this 
representations is the main task of Part II. It is not 
Abelian if E does not have CM; Abelian if E has CM ( and 
all its endomorphisms are ) defined over the base field K.
More general




3.0.1 Remark All representations here are essentially of the 
form (d), cf. Tate [3] §1.
3.1. Elliptic curve over purely transcendental field.
Here is another interesting example.
One can find an elliptic curve E with modular in­
variant j=T, an indeterminate, defined over ($ (j). Then 
= GL(T^(E)) ( cf. §3 (b) ) where T<^ (E) is the Tate's module
of the elliptic curve E ( i.e., the representation attached
* & + X r. :
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to E is surjective. For a proof, cf. for example, Robert
ci] ).
4. Some facts in classfieId theory; reciprocity.
4.0. Some notations.
For a field K with a normalized discrete valuation 
v, write Rv, and Uv the ring of v-integers, the maximal
ideal and the group of units of Rv , respectively. Namely,
Rv = \ x £ K : v(x) >. 0 V,
Pv = \ x * K : v(x) > 0 \ .
Uv =  ^x t K : v(x) = 0 ^ .
k(v) = Rv/Pv is the residue field, and p(v) the residue 
chracteristic ( i.e., char(k(v)) ).
4.1. Decomposition subgroup, inertia subgroup and the 
Frobenius automorphism.
With the same convention on K, for any finite ex­
tension L/K, w a valuation of L extending v, let
D(w) =  ^^tGal(L/K) : w« <5 -  w
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This is the decomposition subgroup attached to w. We have a 
surjective homomorphism
D(w) ---- > Gal(k(w)/k(v))
with kernel l(w), the inertia subgroup of w, which is 
characterized by
<0 (x) E x  ( mod Pw ) for all x Rw
In case that k(w) ( hence k(v) ) is finite, Gal(k(w)/k(v)) 
is generated by the Frobenius automorphism defined by
F(w)(x) E  xNv ( mod Pw ) for all x i Rw
where Nv = #k(v) is the norm of v, which is lifted to an 
F(w) ^ D(w) ( by abuse of notation ) uniquely determined upto 
modulo I(w).
For another w* extending v, there is a S' t 
Gal(L/K) such that D(w) s SD(w’)S The same is true for 
I(w) and l(w*), and the Frobenii. Write F(v) for the con- 
jugacy class of F(w).
If L/K is infinite, D(w) and l(w), F(w), F(v) 
can be defined by inverse limit for L'/K runs through all 
subextensions of L of finite degree. In case that L/K is 
an Abelian extension ( and unramified, i.e., l(w) = 0 ) all 
these are unique.
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4.2. Global reciprocity map.
Assume now K is a number field. is the set of
all finite places ( or prime ideals, or discrete valuations ) 
of K. I = I K is the idele group of K, G = I/Kx the idele 
class group ( see Weil [2] ). Then classfield theory supplies 
a ( topological group ) surjective homomorphism ( the 
reciprocity map )
C ---- > GalCK* /K)
with kernel the connected component of C.
4.3. Local reciprocity map.
Let*s now turn to the case that K is a local field 
of characteristic 0, i.e., a finite extension of some Qp. 
There is a normalized discrete valuation v on K. Now the 
local reciprocity map is a continuous homomorphism
Kx ---- > GaKRah/K)
which induces an isomorphism from Uv to the inertia subgroup 
l(v) of GalCK^/K) and sends a uniformizing element to a 
Frobenius.
4.4. Relation between local and global.
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The global and the local reciprocity maps are compatible 
in the following sense. If K is a number field, v is
finite place, Kv the completion of K at v, then we have 
first an isomorphism
D(v)* Gal(Kv*/Kv)
by extension by continuity. On the other hand Kv can be 
viewed as a factor of I: I = Kvxl*. Being so we have
Kv ------------------> Gal(Kv*/Kv)
4 II
I  -----------> GalCK^/K) 2 D C v)*
In particular we can see which kind of element in I repre­
sents a Frobenius.
We will hereafter, within this chapter, work on lo­
cal and global fields of characteristic 0 unless otherwise 
stated.
5. The representation attached to a Serre's torus.
Refernce: MG II. There is a standard method to con­
struct Abelian ^-adic representations of number fields, due 
to Serre, namely via the "Serre's tori'*.
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5.1. The construction of the algebraic groups Tm and Sm .
Here are some notations. Let K be a number field, 
0 its ring of integers, E the group of units of 0. I is 
the idele group and G the idele class group of K; the
completion of K at v with Rv , Pv , Uv exactly- as men­
tioned in §4.0.
m =  ^m v  ^ is a "module”, i.e., a finite set of 
positive integers mv where v ^ S and S Sl^  is a finite 
set. S is referrd to be the support. Let
r connected component of 1, if v infinite;
(2) Uv>m = \ u * Uv : ord(l-u) > if v t S;
^ Uv , if v -£ S & v finite.
U = TT U r ; this is an open subgroup of I. Em = E^U . m 1 1 v,!^ r & r m m
( Note [E:Em] < «  ) Im = I/Um, Cm = I/<XUm). Cm is 
finite.
Being these ready, we have an exact sequence:
1 ---- > KX/Em ---- > Im ---- > Cm ---- > 1.
Let T = BK/^ (Gm), the torus obtained from the multiplicative 
group Gm = GL(l) by restricting the scalar field from K to 
dg ( cf. Weil [1] §1.3 ), Tm - T/E^ where E^ means the 
Zariski closure. We can then construct the algebraic group 
Sm for the morphism Kx/Em -- > Tm(dg) as an extension of Tm
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5.1. The construction of the algebraic groups Tm and Sm .
Here are some notations. Let K be a number field, 
0 its ring of integers, E the group of units of 0. I is 
the idele group and G the idele class group of K; the
completion of K at v with Rv , Pv , Uv exactly- as men­
tioned in §4.0.
m =  ^m v  ^ is a "module11, i.e., a finite set of 
positive integers mv where v S and S is a finite
set. S is referrd to be the support. Let
r connected component of 1, if v infinite;
(2) UVj[n = -s \ u ^ Uv : ord(l-u) > if v ^ S;
Uv , if v f  S & v finite.
um “ TT uv ,m ; this is an open subgroup of I. Em = E°Um.
( Note [EsEj <"> ) Im - I/Um , Cm = I/(K^Um). Cm is 
finite.
Being these ready, we have an exact sequence:
! ---- > KVEm ---- > Im ---- > Cm ---- > 1.
Let T =* , the torus obtained from the multiplicative
group Gm = GL(l) by restricting the scalar field from K to 
(Jg ( cf. Weil [1] §1.3 ), Tm * T/E^ where E^ means the 
Zariski closure. We can then construct the algebraic group 
Sm for the morphism Kx/Em -- > Tm(((g) as an extension of Tm
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by the finite group Cm ( cf. MG II §2 ):
1 ---- > T ---- > Sm ---- > Cm ---- > 1m m m
to which we have the following commutative diagram:
1 ---- > K*/Em ----- > Im ----- > Cm ---- > 1
(3) i  i  II
1 ---- > Tm(Q) --- > Sm(«8) ---- > Cm ---- > 1
with the first square a push-out ( cf. II, loc. cit. ). Sm 
is of multiplicative type because it is an extension of a 
torus by a finite group.
5.2. The canonical representation ^ .
First by taking flg ^.-points we have
" V  T(V  -----> Tm ( V  ----- > S m(V ’
so we have
I -----> TO®*) S^Qj).
from the projection I --> "JT K* = T(©a). 0° the other hand
*\i
t- I -----> Xm ----- > S^ > '
Diagram (3) shows ^  and coincide on K* , so if we put
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^(x) ” I(x) '^(x') for x (; I we have the map 
(4) C ---- > Sm( Q .
where C = I/K* is the idele class group. ^  is continuous 
for the ^-adic topology on SjnCfl&j). This is because that ci\^ 
is an algebraic group morphism hence it is continuous for the 
^-adic topology, so is ; and on the other hand ^  is lo­
cally constant. According to classfield thory this can be 
identified with a map of G3^  since Sm( Q^ ) is totally dis­
connected as an ^-adic Lie group and <5L(^ is hereof trivial on 
the connected component of G ( see §4.2 ). We ( will always 
) abuse an Abelian $[-adic representation of K as a map on 
either I or G or G3^ , particularly for ^  by this 
reason. ^  is then a representation of K with values in the 
algebraic group Sm, cf. §2.8.
Remark Our construction is natural with respect to the 
module m.
5.3. The property of
Let fv be an idele which is a uniformizing element at 
v, F(v) = £(fv). ( The notation will be seen reasonable from
the theorem below. ) Note F(v) is independent of fv if v 
supp(m).
Theorem 3. ( prop., MG II §2.3 ) ^  is rational and un-
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ramified at all v supp(m)uS^ with Frobenius F(v) ^ 
^(Q). The s form a system of representations with 
values in the algebraic group Sm which is strictly com­
patible with exceptional set contained in supp(m).
Proof. Immediately from the constuction.
Each representation brings information, for
Proposition 4. ( lemma, MG II §2.4 ) The set of Frobenii
F(v) where v t  ^  is dense in Sm for the Zariski 
topology.
Proof. That set is dense in Sm ( Q^ ) foir the ^-adic 
topology, so its ^-adic closure X = im( in Sm (Q^). But
i m ( c o n t a i n s  an ^-adic open set which is always Zariski 
dense, hence the result.
5.4. The S^ -adic representation associated to a linear repr e - 
sentation of Sm .
For an prime , if : Sm -- > GI^, here V is a dg^
-vector space of some dimension n and GLy means the al­
gebraic group GL(n) over dg^ , is a linear representation of 
Sm defined over dg^ , then
(5) G * ---- > Aut(V)
is an Abelian ^-adic representation of the number field K.
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We have
Theorem 5. ( prop., MG II §2.5 ) It is semi-simple and un-
ramefied at each v £ supp(m) S with Frobenius cj>(F(v)).
It is rational iff can be defined over Q) .
Proof. The semi-simplicity comes from that of Sm , since 
Sm is of multiplicative type, see also prop.4. For the 
Frobenius, note ^  is trivial on Um. Finally if 
rational, as F(v) is a priori a (® -point, rationality will 
imply that $>(F(v)) is also a Q- point. Then prop.4 ap­
plies to complete the proof.
5.4.1 If we have : Sm -- > GLV defined over Q as an
algebraic morphism, then we will have a system ( ^  ) of
representations, as defined in (5).
Theorem 6. ( thm. MG II §2.5 ) The system is Abelian ra­
tional semi-simple and strictly compatible with exceptional 
set contained in supp(m). The Frobenii are <fi(F(v)). We 
also notice that for infinitely many ^ ^  is brought into
diagonal form.
Proof. The last part is because that there are so many 
places of degree 1, i.e. split completely, in any finite ex­
tension of K. On the other hand Sm ( or ^  ) is itself
brought into diagonal form in some finite extension of K.
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6. Characters of Tm .
In order to construct the desired 0-adic 
representations, we must consider the linear representations 
of Sm . But Sm is of multiplicative type, its repre­
sentations are given by its characters over K. We have known 
much about its character group. Let X denote the character 
group.
6.1. Characters related to that of T .
( cf. again MG II §3 ) X(T), the character group of
T, is generated by the [d]'s , where (J k j , the set of all 
embeddings of K into and the [(Tl’s are being con­
sidered as characters by extension of scalar field. So the 
characters of Tm are of the form
i> = TT [tf]n(a) r
for some integers n(G~) which satisfy
f ( x )  = J! C)(x)n(,T) = 1 for x t Em
V
6.2. Some formulas.
In view of our push-out construction ( cf. (3) of 
§5.1 ), a character 0  of Sm is identified with a pair 
(Cj), f) where Sr X(T) and f C Hom(l, Q'" ) satisfying
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(a) f(x) = 1 for x ^ U m;
(b) f(x) = ^ (x) for x f: Kx.
x >
\ Note that the condition of §6.1 on 9  is naturally 
satisfied: Em = KOl^ , i.e., <i>£X(Tm ). ) This amounts to the
same, together with §6.1, as for some g.
g: I -----> Q x
satisfying
(a) 1 g(x) = 1 for x  ^Um ;
(b) ’ g(x) = IT (?(x)n(s) if x t K = T(Q)
T
for some integers n((j). The relation between ^  and g is: 
g = §•£ for 6 in §5.2 ( this relation also holds for higher
dimensional linear representations ). Note from 0 -- > Tm
-- > Sm ---> Cm ---> 0, one has 0 ---> X(Cm) -- > X(Sm) --->
X(Tm) -- > 0 exact. Hence each <6 X(Tm) can be extended
to a (<J>, f) X(Sm). Whereas characters of Sm are in a 
one-one correspondence to the pairs ($, f), and to the g's.
6.3. Example: the case K »Q, S « .
Now U = m +x]T Up, E = l] , Em = \ l\ , T = S = Gm. 
Also G m  = c/^u = \ 1^ since 2Z is of class number 1. I - 
(®XU and I * I/U = (§)*. We then omit the subscript ”mM as 
in §5.1-2. Our diagram (3) becomes trivial now
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1 -----> ($* -----> <$*---- > 1
4 4 4
1 -----> (®x -----> Q* -----> 1
The data being ready, consider
I ---- > SCQj) = Qj
One has, if a = (a?) I,
£(a) - sgn(aw) fT PV>W = 'Y ,
where a = u •'Y with 'Y SrCJjf, u ^ U, following the direct 
product decomposition I = U*dg. As obviously c^(a) = a^, we 
see
^(a) «'N/-a’^ if a = (a-p) = u-^^I
In particular F(p) = p with the notation as in §5.3. There­
fore coincides with the cyclotomic character . ( This
follows from the Gebotarev Density Theorem (cf. lemma 1). )
A little bit more general, we construct a character
N: Sm ---- > Gm
for any number field K which sends F(v) to Nv ^ (®*. This 
map is unique whenever it exists, by prop.4. In fact, if 




h: T -- > Gm such that
h(d) = TT for all cl(;K' such that dL =. 1 (mod mX)v
( Note in view of (2) of §5.1 this implies > 0 at any real
places. ) then we can define a character 0 of Sm such that
0(F(v)) = av as follows. First h factors through Tm , be­
cause satisfies the condition for the above formula and
v(&) = 0 for any v and any dk £ Then we extend h to
a 0 ’ in X(Sm ). Let t = #0^. Then
©■(FCv))6 = e'CFCv)1) = TT aj
since £ KfMJm . ( v*(F(v)) = 1 if v* = v and 0
otherwise, see the definition of F(v) at §5.3 ) One finds
0 * differs from our desired 0 by a character of C m. (
Note the exact sequence 0 -- > X ( ) -- > X(Sm ) ---> X(Tm )
-- > 0 splits. In fact, X(T) is free, hence so is X(Tm )
- X(T). )
The 1-dim representation attached to N, denoted 
again by 0^, maps the Frobenius F(v) for each v -jf supp(m) 
to Nv. So again by Cebotarev’s Density Theorem coincides
with the cyclotomic character of K (or Gal(K/K) ), see for 
instance example (a) of §3.1.
6.4. Another formula.
For v 6^  lying over Q. , choose a place v^  of Q
extending v so that one has a completion map:
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<® ---- > \
corresponding to this . Define
V  \  ---- > W :I
via
K ^  ---- > Kv -----> \
where v is the unique place such that v= restricted on
If ^ £ X(T) which is of the form
= TT M n(6)r
( cf. §6.1 ) we can define <f)^ by the formula
<fy(x)= TT  ^ ( x ) n(^  for x * K*
which is just the extension of (j) on T by scalar extension 
from (® to .
Being so, for ® (<£, f) ^ X(Sm) ( cf- §6.2 ), put 
3).(a) = f (a)-^(a^) where a £ I and a. is the 5,-th corn­
ponent of a. ^  is a character from I to dg* which is 
just the character associated to the character Cp of Sm in 
the sense of §5.2. One has
\ (a) - V ai} “ 77 ^ (a >n(a) mif a 6 U
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7. Struucture of X(Tm).
We are to look into more detail of X(Tm). Write 
X(T) additive; put Y(T) = X(T)®(® . Let G be the set of 
all "Frobenii at infinity1*: for each complex place w, the 
decomposition group is of order 2, then the non-trivial ele­
ment is the corresponding "Frobenius" ( = complex conjugate ). 
And
Y - <® (£[CT])5r
Y * ^ b f c ]  : b8t(J8, 1, ^ =0, br=-btw for ctC \
Y ‘ + Y^ = \ ^  b9[a] : b8  ^(® , ^ b a= 0 ]
V
where J1 is the set of all embeddings of K into Og . Then
Y(T) « Y°® Y' ©  Y* and Y(Tm) « Y° ® Y~ .
This fact is obtained by the technique of "killing arithmetic 
subgroups ( here is Em ) in a torus", cf. MG Appendix of II.
Now if 1  e X(Tm) C X(T) and "X = a(^[c]) +
+ btt[cx]) where a, b^ t flj , then we have a+b^ l A  = 0, 
and 2a fc Z ( hence 2 b ^ ’% ). In particular we have a
homomorphism:
> 2a.(6) j: X(Tm) > 7L via
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7.1. The Frobenius.
( MG II §3.4 ) One of the basic questions to study 
the Galois representation is to calculate the eigenvalues of 
the Frobenii. We indicate a technique to calculate related 
data of the Frobenius. e.g. the theorem of §7.2 below. That 
result has been desired.
When a linear representation cj> of Sm is given, 
its restriction on Tm can be brought into diagonal form in 
a finite extension of K, hence given by characters ,***',
such that we can write
T
Now there is an integer t such that F(v)t 6:Tm (Q) 
for all F(v) since Sm/Tm is finite. If yv tbe Prime 
ideal of K at v then
t -
with 6kBl (mod m*) and Dl is totally positive ( cf. 
Definition of Um ). The eigenvalues of ^ ( f Cv )11) is then ob' 
viously given by (cO = TT(y(cOn°^ ( particular the
eigenvalues of ^(F(v)) 
whenever w | v )
t),-units, i.e., a w-unitare
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7.2. The Frobenius ( contfd ).
Let zt, .... , z^ be eigenvalues of ^(FCv)) such
that Let w|v be an extension of v to K.
Then
| (v) =  ^G~ : W»(T= V i
summing over \ and 
w o O’ 7^  v  
w o CT = v m
) Let v ^  supp(m) and 0^ 
X(Tm) be the restriction 
be the integer defined in
(6) of §7.0 above. Then for any Archimedian valuation w
/X Viof ^  , we have w(^(F(v)) = (Nv) .
\
Proof. Write, cf. §7.0,
X  = a(I[(5]) + )
? r
then i = j(O^) “ 2a. Now
(7) wC^CFCv))1) = w(7 (FCv)1)) = (TT w»c(d))a (TT w.o(ck)ba)\  \  r  T
where (cO = V  , see §7.1. But JT w^cCd)3 = w(N(cO) = 
(N(v) )lt^ 2 as (cl) = V .  And if c G attached to w (
i.e., the one such that w«c = w ) then, as c\ = \
i
w(zl) = ^  ns(i) where
ro>
as we know w(z-) = T. nff (i)wG(cO
r 0 if
Wo C (dv) = <
 ^ N if
Theorem 7. ( prop., MG II §3.4
be a character of Sm. Let ^ T 
of to T m and i = K^yy)
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T T  w . t f ( o O b ' =  TT w . c . a ( c > t ) b ^  = I T  w . f f (  )b c "T T
the product of the two sides is 1 since b^+b^^O, this shows 
each factor is 1, i.e., the second factor on the right hand 
side of (7) is 1. That concludes our assertion.
8. Local algebraicity.
sentations defined in §5, namely the local algebraicity. The 
above considered Abelian representations are locally 
algebraic; conversely, an Abelian rational semi-simple locally
( §5 ). There are other methods to detect local algebraicity 
( e.g. Hodge-Tate module; or when the base field K is of 
particular form ), which will bring great convenience because 
of our knowledge from algebraic geometry.
8.1. Local case.
There is another description of the Abelian repre-
algebraic representation is induced in the above way
pi]-)K is here a finite extension of Qp. G
GalCK^/K). Let
> Aut(V)
be an Abelian p-adic representation where V is a finite
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dimensional vector space over (Q^ . Let T ^ K/^ G m). According 
to local classfield theory ( see § 4.3 ) we identify ^  as a 
map
K al> G > Aut(V)
Say riv locally algebraic if there is an algebraic group mor­
phism
r: T ---- > GLV
where GLv = GL(n), if n=dimV, is the general linear group 
viewed as an algebric group over q^ such that Hv (x) = r(xM ) 
for all x K* closed to 1.
The restriction of a locally algebraic ^-adic rep­
resentation riv to the inertia is always semi-simple. In fact 
restricted to an open neighbourhood of 1 in Up, the group 
of units of K, which is just 1/r , is semi-simple, noting T 
is of multiplicative type. But Up is compact, the semi­
simplicity of c~f\. on Up is now derived from a standard 
average argument ( MG III §1.1, prop.l ) . Conversely if fur­
thermore the G-module V is of "Hodge-Tate Type'*, then the 
representation is locally algebraic. ( cf. MG III §1 & 
Appendix; also §8.5 below )
When the restriction of r[L to the inertia group ( 
or Up ) is diagonalizd by characters over K, we have
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Proposition 8. ( MG III §1.1, prop.2 ) rTv is locally al­
gebraic iff the look like characters of the algebraic 
group T, i.e., ( as usual T = the set of embeddings of K 
into Q. )
V u) = T T ^ ( u ) ^ (i)
r
for some integers nff(i) and for u ^ K* closed to 1.
Let's consider the case when K = Ggp. A character 
GalCK^/K) ---- > Up = GL(l,Zp)
identified? when restricted to the inertia^ with a map
according to local reciprocity, is of the form ^(x) = xv 
for some v^r2£p ( by a continuity argument, similar to the 
transcendental case for multiplicative functions ), valid for 
x in an open subgroup of Up ( = the inertia ). Hence, 




‘fi.: Gal(K*/K) = G *  ---- > Aut(V, )
be an ![-adic representation of a number field K where 
is finite dimensional vector space over Q^. For v|^ let 
DCv)3^  be the decomposition group in G3*3 attached to v.
Then we have
Gal(K*/Kv) £.D(v)*---- > AutCV^).
Say is locally algebraic iff Tly is so for all v| . Let
i : K* ---- > I -----> G*.
We have, ‘TX is locally algebraic iff there is an algebraic 
morphism
f : T ---- > GLV defined over %
such that = f(x~') for x f < closed to 1. We say
that ‘h'L is with associated morphism f. It is unique ( again
by prop.4 ). ( MG III § 2 )
8.3. An example.
Consider the case K = and C\Y : I --> Aut(V) is
the Abelian locally algebraic ^-adic representation as­
sociated to f: G = T --> GLV. Since f - J_J_ [^ ] • G >
GLV where CT : Q -- >Q is the identity, the only element of
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T  ( i.e. completely reducible ), f is given by characters 
• Let's turn to consider 1-dimensional representations. 




for some integer m and for x closed to 1. Here the map CT 
is no other than the cyclotomic character by considering 
the iamge of the Frobenii by usual identification, cf. §3.
Now ^  ^  is trivial on some open subgroup of U^  . It is cer­
tainly locally trivial on each Up, and on the whole Up for 
almost all p by unramified property ( cf. prop.2. ). So 
factors through
I/(c®xx]R+x (TT Up)x(TT U'p))
a.a.p other p
where Up is some open subgroup of Up and "a.a." means here 
"almost all". This is a finite group. That means, ^  dif­
fers from by a character of finite order.
8.4. Module of local algebraicity; the equivalence of lo­
cally algebraic representation and that associated to Serre1s
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torus; the theorem of Serre and Lang*
Again K is a number field and assume that ^  is a 
locally algebraic S^ -adic representation of K. To relate to 
the representations associated to tori, we have the ’’module of 
local algebraicity". For such a module m =  ^m v  ^ of 
definition, if Tv associated to f, then ( see (2) of §5.1 )
(a) is trivial on Uv m when v / 5. ;
(b) ‘K-i^x) = f(xH ) for any x t TT = Um
One sees, by a fact which asserts that every continuous 
homomorphisms from an S^-adic Lie group to another ft *-adic 
Lie group is always locally constant if X ^  X ( MG III §2.2 
prop. ), that:
Proposition 9. (MG III §2.2, prop.2 ) Every locally al­
gebraic representation has a module of definition.
Proof. Because of prop.2, supp(m) can be finite. By the 
above quoted assertion, enlarge m if necessary one sees (a) 
of §8.4 is satisfied. For (b), we refer to the definition of 
local algebraicity.
8.4.1 If ^  is the 5,-adic representation associated
to : Sm -- > GLV defined over (® via a Serre’s torus sm
then Tv is ( clearly ) locally algebraic with associated mor­
phism 4* and module m. Conversely
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Theorem 10. ( MG III §3.4 ) A locally algebraic rational
^ -adic representation \^v comes from a Serre*s torus as­
sociated to some y : Sm --> GLV defined over Q .
Proof. If f associated with Tv , then f factors through
T ---- > GLV
if m is a module of defenition by prop.9. In view of the 
push-out (3) this gives a on Sm . is in fact defined
over q because of the rationality of cf. proof of thm.5 
in §5.4. Finally that induces is a routine
verif ication.
Hence particularly for this T\ , there is a system 
( ) of rational semi-simple Abelian representations, com­
patible with ‘TC , and this system is strictly compatible.
This important fact will be used later. ( cf. §4.4 ) Con­
sequently all eigenvalues of the Frobenii generate a finite 
extension over (® !
8.4.2 When the base field is simple the answer is quite
beautiful. It is expected that the same result will hold even 
if that there is no assumption on K (MG p.III-20, Remark
( 2) ) .
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Theorem 11. (MG thm. of III §3) Assume K = q or com- 
positum of quadratic extensions of qg . Then every rational 




We exhiblte some facts about Hodge-Tate module. ( 
Reference: MG III, Serre [10] and Tate [1] ) Assume K is a 
finite extension of with residue field k. Let C be the
completion of the algebraic closure of K. Then G = Gal(K/K) 
acts continuously on G ( by continuity ).
For a finite dimensional C-vector space 
also a Galois module by CT(c x) =G~(c) cj(x) for 
let
X1 = { x  ^W : CT(x ) =s^(^')ix l , X(i) = Xi(2>C.
W which is 
t G, we
Then Tate proves
Theorem The map £: JJ_ X(i) -- > W is injective.
I
We say that W is of Hodge-Tate type if is an
isomorphism. For a Galois module V over K by
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^  : G ---- > Aut(V)
set W = V<&C. Say ^  is of Hodge-Tate type if W is so.
The decomposition for such a V reflects the action 
"K • We have the following celaborated theorem of Tate:
Theorem Assume ^  is Abelian. Then is locally al­
gebraic iff it is semi-simple when restricted to the inertia 
subgroup and is of Hodge-Tate type.
9. The relation with the reduction.
9.1. A lifting theorem of Serre. ( Reference: Serre [8] §3 )
As before G3*3-- > Sm( ( see (4) of §5.2 and
the notations there ). Let : G3*3--> associated
with a character : Sm( Q^ )  > Q*. As G ^  is compact the
image is in the group of units of dg^ . So reduction gives
. G* --- > k* ,
"the character modulo The image is always finite, being
compact and discrete. By §6.4, we have necessarily
£(a) - TT °i(a;')n W  a t Um
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for some integers n(tf). Conversely, let L be an infinite 
set of prime numbers ( meaning "only 0 can be divisible by in- 
fititely many primes" ), if for each | L a character
G35---- > k*
is given, ( recall that we have abused as a map from 
either or I, with latter the idele group ) then we have
the following lifting theorem of Serre:
Theorem 12. ( Serre [8] prop.20 ) Suppose there is a set
of integers l n(a,9j : (T^ "P> 51 ^  L ^ such that' )
(a) All n(cr,0 are bounded by an integer N, independent 
of O' and ;
(b) For all 2^ L, a 6 Um , we have
^(a) =. IT ^ ( a  )n(ff’°  ( mod % )
Then there exists a §  £ X(Sm) such that that ^ = for
infinitely many times.
Proof. The first step is to replace L by a smaller 
subset, but still infinite, such that the n(CT, 5l) are inde­
pendent of (J. This is possible as the CT* s are finitely 
many and the n(c~,^ ) are bounded by N. Then the character
<j> -  TT [(r]n(<3)
is related to our lifting. In fact, first we can prove that
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it is a character of Tm ( just to show that vanishes at
) by (b), then it extends to one on Sm, still denoted by 
Cf) . differs from each ^  by some roots of unity within
some order. The difference can be chosen to be independent of £ 
for infinitely many times, which is again given by a character 
of Cm ( see §6.3. ).
Remark Condition (b) is paralell to that of unramifiedness.
Moreover,
Theorem 13. ( Serre [8] §3.6 thm.l ) Suppose ( ) is a
strictly compatible system of semi-simple rational ^-adic 
representations. Assume that there is an infinite set L 
of prime numbers such that, if  ^ L, the semi­
simplification ^(T of the reduction of is Abelian, and
is given by characters satisfying the following
condition: (*)
(*) There are integers n(o~,^,i), bounded by an integer 
N, such that
\)^ (a) =■ JT G^(a^)n C^r,^ ,1 (^ mod ^  ) for all a ^ Um .
Then the system ( ) is isomorphic to a system ( )
associated with some cj) : Sm -- > GLV as defined in §5. In
particular, ( cl\^  ) is Abelian.
9
Proof. We can lift for infinitely many times to a (j> ,
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and 4* is diagonalized. Condition (*) then implies ^  is a 
rational representation defined over (® compatible with 
( ), hence the result.
9.2. Tame inertia: the exact image. ( Reference: Serre [8]
§1 )
We take some explicit consideration for the local 
case. Here we only assume that K is complete with respect 
to some discrete valuation. Let p=chark be the residue 
characterIs tic.
Let Ks 2: 2 K where Knr is the maximal un­
ramified extension of K, Kt the maximal tamely ramified 
extension. Put ( in this subsection )
G = Gal(Ks/K), I = GalCKg/Kro-), Ip - Gal<Ks/Kt).
Hence G2 I 2 I p. Here I is the inertia group; Ip is the p- 
inertia which is the maximal profinite p-group in I. And
It ^ I/Ip <X GalCKt/K^
will be called the tame inertia group, according to Serre.
Let x be a uniformizing element of Knr>. For each 
integer d, (d, p)-l, put K^CVx). Then
> N^  : GalCKd/K^
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defined by s(AJ~x) = §^(s)Arx for s t GalCK^/K^) is an 
isomorphism. is clearly the character corresponding to
the Kummer extension. As Kt=UK^, one has
It= Gal(Kt /K^ X  lim GalO^/K^ ^  lira jX,.
9.2.1 The consideration of It is natural.
Proposition 14. ( Serre [8] prop.4 ) A semi-simple repre­
sentation of G in a finite dimensional vector space over 
any field is trivial on Ip.
Proof. Consider only that a ^  which is simple. As ex­
plained above c\v(It) is always a finite p-group, its in­
variant space V 1 ^ 0 by counting the number of its points 
which is =0 (mod p), cf. Serre [5] p.146, thm.2. But Ip is 
normal so V' is a G-invariant space. The result follows.
We see in particular for such representations the 
images of I are cyclic ( from the knowledge of It ) of or­
der prime to p.
9.2.2 The is in the character group Hom(l,kx). For 
^  t (qy z )', ( where * means those elements of order prime to 
p ) we let, if X  = a/d, (d, p) = 1,
V  (X a
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depends only on (X. This gives
Proposition 15. ( Serre [8] prop.5 ) The map (X |-- >
is an isomorphism from (Q/z)1 to Hom(l,kx).
Proof. This refers to the "finite" case as both of them are 
limit. Our construction of the maps is the same in that case.
The discussion helps us to compute the exact image 
of some characters.
9.3. Character of Gg unramified outside p.
Let's consider a character §  of Gal(Q/Q) with 
values in a finite field of characteristic p which is un­
ramified outside p. Now because Q  inducse an isomorphism
Gal(K/dg) ---- > im §
for some finite extension K of (® which is certainly 
cyclotomic, one sees, e.g., by considering the discriminant 
that K = dg (jUJ with some root of unity ^  of order pn . 
But ^  generates the character group of Gal(K/dg) so ^  is 
a power of ^ . cf. also lemma 1 of §2.1.
10. representations. Refernce: Ribet [2]
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In [2] Ribet has extended the theory of Q_-adic rep­
resentation to /V-adic representation, as already indicated by 
Serre. Let’s recall some basic definitions.
10.1. The definition.
For a number field E, let A be a prime ideal ( or 
a finite place ) of E and E^ the completion of E at 
A \-adic representation of a field K is a continuous 
homomorphism
Gal(Ks/K) ---- > Aut(V)
where V is a finite dimensional vector space over E^.
So a \-adic representation can naturally be con­
sidered as an 5^ -adic one; and conversely an 5^ -adic 
representation, by extension of scalar, can result in a 
!X-adic representation.
Example. For V a finitely generated module over E^= E® 
there is a canonical decomposition
V = TT V. according to E = JJ E ^
Ml 7
Therefore for each \  is a finite dimensional vector
space over E-^ ( or equivalently
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V  V(^ E >-
where is E^-module by the projection E^ -- > E^ ) Then
for an ^-adic representation G -- > Aut (V) by which G
acts E^-linearly on V, we have the \-adic representations, 
for each X
G ---- > Aut (Vx )
by projection ( or scalar extension ). One sees X  ^ = "Tf HI x,
Ml
10.2, Basic questions.
All concepts and procedures in §2 can be similarly 
defined for \-adic reoresentations of number fields ( e.g. 
"rational" is replaced by "E-rational" ). We do not treat it 
here; but will use the notions freely.
10.3. The representation attached to a Serre’s torus.
Note that our construction in §5 of the s with
values in a Serre's torus Sm concerns only with K, the num­
ber field on which representations of its Galois group is 
being considered. Under this circumstance, when the repre­
sentations s are constructed, if we consider the X “adic
representions of Sm instead of the $L-adic ones, we actually 
obtain X-adic representations.
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Exactly proceed in the same manner, these Q^-adic 
representations still satisfy the basic properties, e.g. all 
those in §5.5 with suitable modification.
10.4. Local algebraicity.
We turn to the local algebraicity. With similar 
definitions, one has the similar properties. Ribet proves 
furthermore
Proposition 16. ( Ribet [2] corol.1.5.2 ) For a /\^ -adic
representation of a number field, the i-adic local al- 
gebracity implies that of ?v-adic one.
Similar facts as in §8 still hold. In prticular an 
analogue of thm.10 can be Droved. As the second main theorem 
of Ribet [2], thm.13 has also been generalized to the \-adic 
case.
10.5. Some related results. ( Ribet [1] §1 )
K is a number field here.
Proposition 17. ( Ribet [3] thm.1.1 ) Suppose ^  is a
X-adic representation of K and X ’ a X* ”adic repre­
sentation of K compatible with X  \ implicitly we assume
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both ‘a . and are rational ). Soppose K is either Q
or a compositum of quadratic extensions of Q . If the 
semi-simplification of ^  is Abelian, so is that of rj\* . 
Proof. We can consider only the semi-simplifications of HX 
and ‘a ;*. The assumption on K allows us to apply thm.ll to 
ensure these semi-simplifications are locally algebraic. The 
result then follows immediately from thm.10 and prop.l ( ac­
tually their \-adic analogues, we abuse them ).
Proposition 18* ( Ribet [3] thm.1.2 ) Let ( be a
system of strictly compatible 2-dimensional \-adic repre­
sentations of K. Assume for each finite extention L of 
K , each \ 9 the semi-simplification of the restriction
r\
resL(Tvx) of is not Abelian. For each prime \ , let
be the direct sum of the representations A  for X| ; 
so is a continuous map:
" V  G — > Aut**^v »
where is a free E^-module of rank 2. Suppose that
there is a postive integer n such that for each ^ det^TV^
= ^ ^ . Then for each C , we have an inclusion \l x
T\^(G) Sl ^ u  ^Aut- V : det(u) 6 = B^.
Furthermore, if G^ is open in for one  ^, G^ is open in
\  for all
Part II The ^-adic representations attached to elliptic 
curves
1. Definition and basic facts.
1.1. Elliptic curves.
An elliptic curve E defined over a field K is a 
complete, irreducible, non-singular curve of genus 1 over K 
together with a K-rational point 0; or, when an embedding in 
the projective space is chosen, by Riemann-Roch, E is a 
non-singular cubic curve:
(1) y2+a,xy+a^y = x ^ + a ^2+a<l.x+a; K.
If charK ^ 2, 3, this equation can be put into the Weierstrass 
form
y2 = 4x3 -gxx-gv
( see Gross [1] or Tate [2] ) In this case let 
j = g y(g3,-27g2,).
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j is the modular invariant of the elliptic curve ( cf. Part 
III §1.2 ). A  = g^-27g‘ is the discriminant. Two elliptic 
curves are isomorphic ( or bi-regular equivalent ) over K 
iff they have the same modular invariant.
Example. If charK = 0, then E can be viewed as an elliptic 
curve defined over C . In this case, E is just, 
geometrically, a complex torus.
1.2. Division points of elliptic curves.
E has an Abelian group structure with zero element 
0 which is K-rational. ( see Shimura [l] ) Let
E ^  = kernel of multiplication by n
then one knows, if (n, charK) * 1, that
E ±/n7L Y .
We adopt the following notation:
E^ = torsion part of E = U E n;
E ^  - U E^ = torsion of order Jp
= $L-th primary part of E^.
Then
^ ( \/ y if (t, charK) = 1;
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^  ( Q/ ^  )2 if charK = 0.
The decomposition
E»  = 7T Er
corresponds to the canonical isomorphism
<®/z = TT (<®./z i >
i v ‘
1.3. The S,-adic representations attached to elliptic curves.
We assume that K is of characteristic 0. Then G 
= Gal(K/K) acts on the division points of E and therefore 
induces
^  . G ---- > Aut(Eh) ^GL(2,Z/n2Z )
for each n. Taking limit ( equivalent to that G acts on 
E ^  ) we have




All these maps are naturally compatible ( through projection, 
reduction, etc. )
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Remark The Tate module T^ is defined by T^ « U m  
which is isomorphic to (7L^2 . Let = T^&C®^. The action 
of G on T^ gives again
> Aut(T^) ^GL(2,2Z^).
Obvious = <3p^ .
We can construct the cyclotomic character of G
by the action of G on the ^-roots of unity in K. ( cf. 
Part I, §3 ). We have the following commutative diagram:
This diagram can be realized by Weil’s pair e( , ) (in 
fact, f\ T^(E) » T^(K) ), cf. Shimura [1]. )
Let - im<j\; im ^  . The latter one
is an ^-adic Lie group, being a closed subgroup of GL(2,2Z<^ ). 
Let Ojl ^  = the Lie algebra of G^. G^ will be replaced by 
its open subgroups under scalar extensions of the base field of 
finite type over the field of definition; in particular 
is invariant under such scalar extensions. This fact holds 
for Abelian varieties ( Serre [1] ).
1.3.1 For an Abelian variety ( cf. Mumford [1] chap.2 ) X
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of dimension g defined over a field K, let the notations be 
just the correspponding ones to elliptic curves by replac­
ing E by X ( e.g., Xn = kernel of multiplication by n ). 
One knows then
X n ^:(Z/n2 )2g if (n, charK) = 1.
We have similarly the 5^-adic representation ( assume 
( ^ ,charK) = 1 ):
Gal(K/K) ---- > Aut(T^)
where is the Tate module ( again ). ( see
Shimura [l] )
Let R = End(X) and assume that all endomorphisms 
of X are defined over K. R acts on T^(X) and the action 
of G commutes with that of R. We have actually the repre­
sentation
G > Aut^T^).
Similarly in case that there is an injection
F ---- > EndR(X) $ <® ,
where F is a field of some degree d over Q ( say at this 
time that X is of type F ) is then an F hence F^ =
F module, and G acts F^-linearly ( obvious ). From the
example of §10.2 of Part I we have the corresponding >v-adic
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representation associated to the Abelian variety X: 
0X : G ---- > AutTv(Vx)
where \  is a place of F. Then the basic fact is
Thoerem ( Ribet [2] thm.2.1.1-2 ) is a free F^-module
of rank h = 2g/d. The dimension of the )v*adic repre­
sentations is independent of the prime \  , Moreover the 
system ( V)K ) attached to X is strictly compatible F- 
rational with exceptional set contained in the set of places 
where X has bad reduction. ( see §1.5 below )
Remark The basic relation d e t * ^  still holds under the 
assumption that (End^X)<§ contains a totally real number 
field of degree d=g=dimX. ( Ribet [2] )
1.4. Complex multiplication.
One can see ( cf. Shimura [1] )
End(E) = TL or an order in an imaginary quadratic 
extension of Q.
In the latter situation, End(E>Q is the quadratic field.
We say then E has complex multiplication by this quadratic 
field. In the former situation, we say E does not have com­
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plex multiplication.
If E has complex multiplication, its modular in­
variant j is an algebraic integer if E is defined over a 
number field K.
Remark We will use the abbreviation CM ad libitum for the 
term "complex multiplication" in any sense, while non CM for 
the situation without complex multiplication.
1.5. Good reduction.
Let v be a discrete valuation of a field K with 
ring A, maximal ideal m and residue field k = A/m of 
characteristic p(v). If the elliptic curve E has a defin­
ing equation in A with discriminant a v-unit, then modulo m 
( coordinatewise ), we have an elliptic curve E^ over k. 
j is now a v-integer. We say at this time that E has good 
reduction at v. Conversely when j is v-integer, E has 
good reduction in a finit extension ( e.g. by adding a 
twelfth root of a prime element ) of K. We say then E has 
potential good reduction at v. For places at which E does 
not have potential good reduction we say E has bad reduction 
there.
Now assume that K is a number field. First note 
that F, has good reduction at almost all places. Let i be 
given. If p(v) 1 the reduction map induces an isomorphism 
between the Tate’s modules T<^  of the elliptic curve E and
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its reduction Ey at v. Therefore the action of G via ^  
coincides with that via ^  for this v. And the Frobenius 
coincides with that, say of E v under the above iden-
tificaton of the Tate’s modules. Hence
det(F(v)^) = det(Fv ); det(l-F(v)^) = det(l-Fv ).
But on the other hand
det(Fv ) = Nv; det(l-Fv ) = l-Tr(Fv )+Nv = A v
where A v is the number of kv-points of Ev ( being the 
number of the fixed points of the Frobenius! ). This is con­
jectured by E.Artin and is proved by Hasse. In particular, 
is unramified at v. The Neron-Ogg-Safarevic Criterion says ( 
cf. Serre [6] IV ) that if ^  is unramified at v then E 
has good reduction at v. Note in particular the system so 
obtained is rational ( in fact integral ) strictly compatible 
with exceptional set contained in the set of places where E 
has bad reduction.
More general for an Abelian variety X defined over 
K, we can also define that X has good reduction at v if X 
'^XyX K for some Abelian scheme X v over the ring of v- 
integers. At this time the Neron-Ogg-Safarevic Criterion 
still holds: X has good reduction at v iff the Tate module 
( as Galois module ) is unramified at v. For more detail see 
Serre & Tate [1].
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1.6. Types.
We maintain the assumption of last subsection.
Consider the Tate module Tp of the reduction curve 
E v where p(v) = p. One knows either T p ^  7L^  or T p = 0. 
We then call E to be of type I and II at v, respectively. 
Assume that the residue field k is finite. We have
Proposition 1. (Serre [2] Prop.l of §1.3)
(a) If E is of type I, then for any n, F(v) r
hometheties where F(v) is the Frobenius.
A- b
(b) If E is of type II, then F(v) or F(v)
homothety.
Remark For an elliptic curve E defined over a field of
char.= p, its height h is the integer h such that pK is 
the inseparable degree of "multiplication by p". For an en­
domorphism Civ of E, induces a homomorphism on the func-
tion field, d : K(E)  > K(E). Then its separable and in­
separable degrees are the counterparts of the field extension 
K(E)/d*(K(E)).
A formal group ( of dimension 1 ) over a commuuta- 
tive ring R is just a formal power series F(X,Y) which 
gives a formal group law:
F(X, 0) = X, F(0, Y) = Y
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F(F(X, Y), Z) = F(X, F(Y, Z)).
This in fact supplies a group operation as one can always find 
"the inverse". For another formal group G(X, Y) a
homomorphsm f: F -- > G is also a power series f(X) such
that
f(F(X, Y)) = G(f(X), f(Y)).
Its height for a given prime number p is the maximal integer 
h such that f(X) = g(X^) for some g. ( cf. Frohlich [1] )
Under the new variables
z = -x/y, w = -1/y, and so x = z/w, y=-l/w
equation (1) for the elliptic curve E becomes
w = z3 + a , zw + a^z2 w + a^w2 + a^zw2 + a,w3......
If P-^ * Pt+ Px , and Pi = (z^, w^), then
2^“ ^ ( Z j j z i. ) — z ^ “ ^ i z ,Zx “ ......
brings E a formal group structure. Now the facts are
(i) The height of E is equal to that when E is viewed 
as a formal group;
(ii) For an E defined over a number field with p(-v)=p, Ev
reduction at V, the following are equivalent: (ii.l)
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height = 1; (ii.2) ( i.e. E is of type I
at p ). And the following are equivalent: (ii.1)*
height = 2; (ii.2)' Tp = 0 ( i.e. E is of type II
at p ) .
1.7. Remark on CM.
If E has CM by 
sion of (®, then R = End^(E) 
naturally acts on V^, so does 
finit extension of K, G has 
on V0 commutes with that of 
commutes with that of R, cf. 
algebra of L in gl(V^) is 
ticular is Abelian.
L which is a quadratic exten- 
is an order in L, and 
L. As R is defined over a 
an open subgroup whose action 
R hence the action of 
§1.3. Since the commutating 
L ^  we see in par-
2. An overview.
2.0. General consideration.
When the S^-adic representation is constructed from 
an Abelian variety X, the fundamental problem is to determine 
its image. Our interest here is the case that the definition 
field of X is a number field.
Clearly the most complete knowledge will be that
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about 45~: G --> Aut(X^) £LGL(2g, z*) • Two questions of first
consideration are the Lie algebra and the Lie group G^ .
( They become equivalent under certain conditions, see Lemma 5 
of §7.1. )
/ )
For the Lie algebra 9 exPected that there
is a reductive Lie algebra ^  over such that 
( independent of $^  )• In view of our above consideration, as 
G commutes with some operators ( e.g. elements in the field 
of complex multiplication ), the commutant of these
r\
operators. is also expected to be "as large as possible",
namely, is just the commutant of these obvious operators
( on T^(X) ). This is exactly so for the cases discussed in 
this chapter. In the modular case ( Chapter III ) we would 
find some "extra twists" which leave difficulty ( to determine 
them ) and deter from being equal to the expected ob-
vious one. However the results still hold with replaced
Q
by a suitably chosen Lie algebra.
Then G^, when the situation for ^pr ^  is well 
behaved, will be open in a unversally defined ( rational ) Lie 
group H^ ( cf. the results below ) which is the largest one 
with Lie algebra • Then we expect G^ = at least for
almost all . "Almost all is always our aim. The known 
results for Abelian varieties are satisfatory. A technique 
for this can be stated as: always take the reduction to con­
sider the modulo ^ ( a prime ) case. This is based on thm.lA, 
4A and prop.21 under the assumption that prop.20 ( or an 
analogue one ) holds. The applicability of the argument of 
prop.21 is worth noticing. With some elaborate group
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theoretic analysis we are led to realize some special condi­
tions ( e.g. prop,19A ( Ribet ) ). Note that in any cases the 
basic relation
is required. Reduction seems to be the only known effective 
method for group level problem ( cf. Serre [11] )
The discussion will be similar for the modular case.
2.1. The Lie algebras.
This will cover the content of §3-4.
For the Lie algebras, as one of the main problems, 
first we will consider the local case following Serre. It was 
completed.in his [2] and retreated in more detail in the Ap­
pendix of [6] IV. Technically speaking, two methods are used, 
namely irreducible theorems and some kinds of short exact 
sequences. Essentially, we have to understand, e.g., semi­
simplicity of the representations from algebraic geometry.
Then we apply these results to the global case.
They are more or less related to the careful analysis of the 
algebraic structures of GL(V) and gl(V) ( as well as 
results on Abelian varieties and p-divisible groups, certainly 
). The CM case is determined in Serre [2] ( thm.12 ). For 
the non CM case, in the same paper, incomplete results are ob­
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tained ( particularly verified for Tate’s curve! ). This case 
is determined in Serre [6] ( thm.13 ), using a ’’new” technique 
i.e. the irreducible theorem ( Lemma 3 ), as well the results 
for Abelian representations. ( To attach an Abelian represen­
tation to a Serre’s torus; this is also used in the proof of 
thm.22, cf. §8 ) As interesting facts some density theorems 
( § 6 ) are proved in Serre [2], ( prop.17-19 ) they are used, 
latter in [8], in the proof of thm.22.
2.2. Isogenous theorem.
It indicates the strong connection between an ellip­
tic curve and its Tate module. They are discussed in § 5 but 
have no applications here. ( cf. Remark in §3.2 )
2.3. The Lie groups G^.
To determine the image of itself in a more ex-
plicite manner, e.g. thm.22, we have used prop.21 to indicate 
the various ways to obtain this ( concentrating on non CM 
case ) , cf. also INTRODUCTION of Serre [8] for more equiv­
alent statements, based on one of which we have proved thm.27 
for the non CM case. ( cf. thm.25 for paralell of the CM 
case ) In most cases, as mentioned before, reduction is the 




In §9, we give some consideration about the 
"exceptional primes". We follow Serre to treat these facts. 
§10 is a slight generalization to the case of product of 
curves. The rest is devoted to the statements of the results 
about Abelian varieties with real and complex multiplication 
by Ribet [2] and Serre & Tate [1].
3. Local case.
To begin with, it is convenient to consider the lo­
cal case first. In the sequal E denotes an elliptic curve 
defined over a field K with modular invariant j.
3.0. Notations.
Let K be a field with discrete valuation v with 
the same notations as in the beginning of §1.5. Then we have 
two cases, v(j) < 0 and v(j) >, Q.
3.1. Tate's curves.
In the former case ( i.e., v(j) < 0 ) we have Tate's 
elliptic curves ( cf. Robert [l] ). The fact is that we com­
pletely understand the group structure, from which we obtain a
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non-split short exact sequence of G-modules:
( 3 )  0 -----------> V^(ju0 ----------- > V ^ (E )  ----------- > ( J^ ----------- > 0
where V.(^a) is the cyclotomic representation space and Gg f 
is a trivial G-module, as follows. Let q ^ Kx be such that 
v(q) = “j > then E rL Eq in a finite extension of K where 
Eq is the Tate elliptic curve determined by q ( cf. Robert
[1] or Lang [1] ). Identify them. As E(K) = KX/f where "p
= q z , we have E n = ^ z : z t r For z t E.„ z*-
X = q c
where c in Z/£Z is uniquely de termined by z. This gives
a map Et -- > Z/8> . If is the group of the ST-th
roots of unity then one sees easily that there is an exact 
sequence:
( 3 ) '  0 -----------> -----------> Ej-, ----------- > TL/ilL ----------- > 0.
Taking inversse limit with respect to n then tensoring by
we have the above desired exact sequence, noticing the
system ( ) is surjective.
I
Lemma 1. ( Serre [6] IV Appendix ) The exact sequence (3)
does not split ( as G-modules ).
3.1.1 Remark There is higher dimensional analogue of
Tate's elliptic curves, namely the parametrized Abelian 
varieties, due to Mumford. cf. a list of some facts in Ribet 
[2] III §2.
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Again for these parametrized Abelian varieties as­
sociated to an admissible
q: M ---- > Hora(N, K*)
where M and N are free Abelian groups of rank d=dimX, we 
have a short exact sequence:
0 --- > Hom(N,T^(Ja)) ----> T^X) ----> --- > 0,
This exact sequence is functorial in X. It plays a similar 
role as (3) in Ribet [2].
Let i^ denote the Lie algebra of the image of the inertia 
subgroup of G by ^  . Then ( for the notations, see §7.1, 
Part IV.)
Proposition 2. ( Serre [2] thm.3 of 2.4 or [6] thm. of IV
A.1.3 ) Let X = V^(j^ ). Assume that K is a local field. 
Then  ^= rx. = n x if 1 i p(v) ; i,
p(v).
Proof. The action of G}, is clearly illustrated by the ex­
act sequence. For in , the trick is to replace K by its
maximal unramified extension where in - u But the result
about the exact sequence (3) still holds. We have seen that 
in order to determine the action of 0^  , what we need is the 
action of G  on V^(tu), which is well acquainted. We have
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Proposition 3. ( Serrs [6] Thm. of IV A.1.3 ) If k is
algebraically closed then, = n x if ^  p(v); = r x
if p(v).
3.1.2 Recall
Proposition 4. Tate elliptic curve does not have CM. ( 
cf. Robert [l] (3.16.), p.207 )
Remark Tate elliptic curves are convenient test objects, 
and useful, cf. the result for parametrized Abelian varieties 
( Ribet [2] ).
3.2. Good reduction.
In the second case ( i.e., v(j) }  0 ), we have the 
concept of good reduction ( up to a finite extension of the 
base field, cf. potential good reduction ). It brings us un- 
ramifiedness ( and, in global case, rationality ). We discuss 
the cases ¥■ p(v) here and p(v) in ^3.3.
Proposition 5. ( Serre [2] §2.2 or [6] IV A.1.2 ) i^ = 0.
is one dimensional.
as the Frobenius generates G topologically.
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3.3. Good reduction: the crucial case p(v).
When ^1= p(v), it becomes a little bit more dif­
ficult because the reduction curve is degenerated. The fact 
is, our understanding of the situation in this case is essen­
tial for the determination of the image. The results here 
indeed supply more information. There are two types.
3.3.1 Type II: the reduction curve E^ is of height 2, 
the result depends on an irreducibility theorem, saying that
Lemma 2. ( S e r r e  [ 1 0 ]  ) acts irreducibly on V!•
Proposition 6. 
A.2.2 )
( Serre [2] thm.2 of 2.3 or [6] thm. of IV
Or = i01 H - They are equal to either End(Vr ) or a
non-split Gartan subalgebra.
( cf. §4.2.3 below and the technique in prop.l above )
3.3.2 Type I: the reduction curve E^ is of height 1.
Then as the Tate module V^CE'-') of the reduction curve E 
is isomorphic to 7 L the reduction map
(4) V^E) ---- > V^(E~)
has kernel X as a one-dimensional subspace of V^(E) stable 
under G ( i.e., a G-submodule. Compare with (3). ).
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Proposition 7. ( Serre [6] thm. of IV A,2.4 ) Suppose the
residue field k is finite. Then the following are 
equivalent:
(a) E has CM over K;
(b) E has CM over a finite extension K ’/K of K;
(c) There exists a one dimensional subspace D of V^(E) 
which is a G-supplementary of X;
(d) There exists a one dimensional subspace D of V^(E)
which is -supplementary of X.
( This is based on more results on Abelian varieties ) In 
particular, we have
Proposition 8. ( Serre [2] thm.l of §2.3 or [6] corol.l of
IV A. 2.4 ) If E does not have CM then ^  = bx; i ^  =
rx-
Proposition 9. ( Serre [2] thm.l of §2.3 or [6] corol.2 of
IV A.2.4 ) If E has CM then is the split Cartan
subalgebra with respect to X and Y ; and i^ is the semi
Cartan subalgebra trivial on Y, where
0 > X > y w > Y > 0, cf. prop.7.
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4. Global case.
We turn to the case that K is a number field. We 
find insterest of the group-theoretic analysis according to 
the local results. First we consider the images of the decom­
position and the inertial subgroups, then we look more carefully 
bn to which kinds of groups can contain them. It can deduce 
some partial results.
Proposition 10. ( Serre [2] prop.4 of §3.1 ) ^ Borel
subalgebra of End(V^).
Proof. Otherwise, one sees, if X being the unique G- 
stable line of V^, the Lie algebras of the images of any in­
ertia subgroups <l r x by checking case by case when places 
run, cf. local cases. Now G^  is an open subgroup of the 
Borel subgroup with respect to X. The semi-simplification is
given by two characters G -- > Z*. im£V i-s a 2^ -
module of rank one ( obvious ). We have just seen the inertia 
subgroups have images in imO, finite groups, so the Galois 
extension attached to im^/tor (im-^) ^  Z ^  is an infinite 
unramified Abelian extension with Galois group 2^, which is 
impossible. ( reciprocity! )
Proposition 11. ( Serre [2] prop.5 of §3.1 ) = End(V^)
or “ Cartan subalgebra of End(V^).
Proof. If j is not an integer, we refer E to be a 
Tate’s curve. At least Ch Lie(^D(w)) = rx with the nota-
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tion in prop. 2 for a place w|(^  and D(w) the decomposition 
subgroup. But I^^ L'i<?(p(w)) according to Serre [1]. mustCl {j A
contain the corresponding Borel subalgebra. But prop.10 shows 
^ is not this Borel subalgebra. Hence the result 
( thm.24A ).
We consider now the case that j is an integer, but 
the rest are purely algebraic. For ^ given, we choose a 
decomposition subgroup D(w) where w|$l so as to apply 
prop.6, 8 or 9. We have in any cases 0 ^ 2  some Cartan 
subalgbra, or Borel subalgebra, or gl(V). Hence we can refer 
the proof to prop.24A & prop.10.
In two cases when E does or does not have CM the 
results appear quite different.
4.1. The CM case.
Assume that E has CM by F where F is an im­
aginary quadratic extension of Q .
Theorem 12. ( Serre [2] thm.5 of §3.3 )
(a) = the Cartan subalgebra F^  F§dg^ . It splits 
iff 5k is decomposed in F;
(b) is Abelian if K2F; non-Abelian otherwise. 
Proof. (a) follows easily from §1.7 and prop.11 ( and the 
obvious fact that j^SL ^ homotheties ). For (b), we refer to
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the discussion in §1.7.
Remark The result here is related to the reciprocity law of 
Shimura about division points of elliptic curves. The com­
plete result should be seen in thm.25.
4.2. non CM case.
The early work of Serre [2] about this case is 
incomplete. For example, using Tate’s theory ( cf. §3.1 ) he 
proves the expected result ( thm.13 ) in case that j is not an 
integer. Also if one considers the local results and prop.11 
above together with some group theory he can find that if 
thm.13 fails then has to be a non-split Cartan sub­
algebra. The results are obtained more or less by explicit 
group theoretic analysis. The fact of these two possibilities 
seems interesting since it depends on less properties.
4.2.1 In Serre [6] the problem of determining the Lie al­
gebra was completely solved.
Theorem 13. ( Serre [6] Thm. of IV §2.2 ) = End(V^).
This is based on the following irreducibility theorem:
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Lemma 3. ( Serre [6] thm. of IV §2.1 ) If E does not
have CM, then
(a) is irreducible for all ;
(b) is irreducible for almost all $1.
Proof. This follows from Safarevic’s finiteness theorem:
Theorem The K-isomorphic classes of K-elliptic curves 
having good reduction outside a given finite set of places 
are finite
which refers to Siegel’s theorem of the finiteness of solu­
tions of the Diophantine equation
y 3 - 27x 2 = A
in the ring 0S of S-integers in the number field K, where A  
is the discriminant of E, S is a finite set of places.
Remark (a) and (b) remain true when the definition field K 
is replaced by a finite extension as seen from the lemma 
itself.
Let’s come back to thm.13. The hard part of the 
proof is to exclude the possibility that = non“sPl^ -t Car-
tan subalgebra, cf. §4.2.3 below.
When = non-split Cartan subalgebra, we may as­
sume that is Abelian up to a finite extension. Then ,
for this ^ , is rational, simple and Abelian. We have
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Lemma 4. At this time ( i.e., is Abelian ) ( or ^  )
is locally algebraic. ( cf. Part I, §8 )
4.2.2 A word digress. The proof of lemma 4 can be found 
in Serre [6] IV, in the proof of the same theorem in §2.2.
The more general result for a \-adic representation as- 
socisted to an Abelian variety, and the proof, using the con­
cept of Hodge-Tate module, still hold. For this, see Ribet 
[2] thm.2.1.3.
Gome back to our proof. Being so, Vq comes from an 
algebraic representation of some S m. So we have the system 
( ) in the sense of §5.6, Part I. As ( ) is com­
patible with , so is with ( ). Hence they are the
same. But infinitely many are diagonalized, this con­
tradicts our irreducibility of the V^'s.
4.2.3 Let's consider what would happen when an irreducible 
theorem holds. Recall that V is a 2-dimensional vector 
space.
C 0"]of is now a
skew field, which is a field by dimension reason. It is 
or a quadratic extension of Q^. In the former case cor­
responds to gl(V) or sl(V). ( Note that by (2) of §1.3 
G ^  SL(V) provided K is not too large ) For the second 
case, as C(^g^) acts irreducibly, C(C(^,^)) = G( ^ ^). Henc 
^ 4  t and consequently = C( is
n
a non-split Cartan subalgebra. In particular is Abelian.




Conversely, once a Lie algebra is reducible, it is 
contained in a Bore! subalgebra.
4.3. A remark.
Recall Gn Abelian — > ^  Abelian ==> an open
subgroup of Abelian. The last implication comes from the
theory of Lie groups.
5. Isogeny and Tate module.
One knows that isogenous elliptic curves have 
isomorphic Tate modules. Here is the result about this fact 
under the assumption that j is not an integer. Recall that 
an isogeny of elliptic curves is a non-zero homomorphism.
5.1. Local case.
K is a local field of char= 0 here and the elliptic 
curves E and E* are defined over K.
Proposition 14. ( Serre [6] Thm. of IV A.1.4 ) Assume E =
Eq and E* = Eq> are two Tate elliptic curves. Then the 
following are equivalent:
(a) E and E' are K-isogenous;
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(b) There exist integers A, B > 1 such that q A = q,B;
(c) Vp(E) and V (E1) are isomorphic as Gal(K/K)-modules 
where p = char.k and k is the residue field.
Proof.
(b) = >  (a).
(a) — > (c). 
(c) = >  (b).
This is because Eq is isogenous to EqA as 
the function field of the latter one is canoni­
cally identified as a subfield of that of the 
former one by Tate's theory.
Obvious.
For a given isogeny we have the associated map 
<f> : Tp(E) ---- > Tp(E’),
because ^pTp(^u) is the only G-line in Vp(E) 
( and in Vp(E'); otherwise Vp(E) splits, 
this contradicts our calculation about the Lie 
algebra in prop.2 ), maps Qp-Tp(^v) to
itself. Hence after multiplying by a p-adic 




> Tp(K) ---- > Tp(E) ---- > Z p ----- > 0
4. ~  i $ U
> Tp (f.) --------> T p (E ' ) ------- > Z p -------- > 0
where is the restriction of to T (p\).F I
So ‘"t and O' are multiplication by p-adic in­
tegers s and t respectively. Let xn = d(l) 
where
d: H° (G, Z/^ZZ ) > H (G,pO
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is the coboundary operator of the long exact 
sequence of G-modules of the exact sequence 
(3)' of §3.1. The naturality of the coboundary 
operator ensures that x = (xh) C lim h '(G, lv>). 
We have then
sx = tx'
if x* associated to E 1, from the long exact 
sequences. From Kummer theory we have
kV k*^  e,h‘ (g, p
which maps q to x^. Therefore apply the map
lim h '(G, L,) = lim KX/KX'T ---- > Z *
F
induced from the valuation map we have 
sv(q) = tv(q').
We are to prove that cA = qV^^q,v^ i s  a root of 
unity. Consider CA in
K* ---- > K V K ^
which is v(q!)x - v(q)x' in additive form and 
under previous identification. We see
t(v(q1)x - v(q)x') = stv(q)x - tv(q)xf = 0
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We are hereupon to consider the kernel of
K y -- > lim K* /Kx^  . It is which is
finite from structure theorem ( Weil [2] chap.3 
prop.9 ). But a finite subgroup of the multi­
plicative group Kx is always consisting of 
roots of unity. That completes the proof.
5.2. Global case.
Assume that E and E 1 are elliptic curves defined 
over a number field K with modular invariants j and jf.
Proposition 15. ( Serre [6] Thm. of IV 2.3 ) If V^(E)
V^(E*) as G-modules and j is not an integer, then E and 
E* are K-isogenous.
Proof. v(j) < 0 for some place v then we can show v(jf)
< 0 also. So they are both Tate’s curves, hence referred to 
prop.14 the local case. To conclue we need only a rationality 
argument.
The fact that v(j) < 0 implies v(j’) < 0 follows 
from the Neron-Ogg-Safarevic Criterion. For, that v(j') 0
means good reduction, but the property of having good reduc­
tion is invariant for isogeny.
Remark 
integer.
There is a place v at which j is not a v- 
But possibly p(v) ^ . The following proposition
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of rationality ( independent of ^  ) illustrates the trick of 
the proof.
Proposition 16. ( Serre [6] Prop, of IV §2.3 ) The follow­
ing are equivalent:
(a) The Galois modules Vr^ (E) and V^(E’) are isomorphic 
for all  ^5
(b) The V0 (E) and V^(E') are isomorphic for one ;
(c) Tr(F(v)) = Tr(F(v)') f or all v where bath curves have 
good reduction;
(d) Tr(F(v)) = Tr(F(v)*) for a set of places v of den­
sity 1.
Proof. This is almost apperant from the representation- 
theorectic aspect, noting that in any cases the Galois module
is semi-simple ( thm.12 & 13 ).
6. Density theorems.
From now on throughout the rest of this chapter K 
will denote a number field over which the curve E under dis­
cussion is defined, unless otherwise mentioned.
This section contains some theorems about density, 
which themselves seem interesting. They appear in Serre [2]. 
Let
a' j is a v-■integer & E is of type II atv
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Proposition 17. ( Serre [2] prop.6 of §3.2 )
(a) If Cn^ = Gartan subalgebra and G^ is non- 
commutative then '7_jr" is of density 1/2;
(b) In all the other cases is of density 0.
Proof. The idea is prop.l and the equipartionness of the 
Frobenii according to Gebotarev's theorem by which we can com­
pute the density using Haar measure. Construct
R^ =  ^u ^ G^ : u? or u^  = homothety
Then in view of prop.l, granting only those places having good 
reduction, we see
v t Yi iff F(v)^~ R 1
where F(v)
ii
is the Frobenius ( class ) at v with respect to
Let U. be the normalized Haar measure on G^. Now 
R^ is a subset of GL(2,ZZp defined by some polynomials ( 
i.e., u* or u^ = homothety ), so we can calculate the density 
of by computing the measure of the interier of R^. The
rest refers to a discussion of the possible situation, in any 
cases we know the structure of the images ( as they are in 
GL(2) ) well. For example if H is the maximal Lie group 
with Lie algebra , then R^ * G^xG^ftH. It is just the
coset of G^QH in Gy ( index 2 ). This fact can be per­
ceived from the split case.
We have separately
Proposition 18. ( Serre [2] thm.5 of §3.3 ) With the
notation as in thm.12, we have
(a) v 6: iff p(v) is not decompose! in F;
(b) is of density 0 if F ^  K; 1/2 otherwise. 
Proof. (a) follows easily from prop.6, 9 and thm.12.
Proposition 19. 
does not have
( Serre [2] thm.6 of §3.4 ) Assume E 
CM then '2_T is of density 0.
7. Variation of
We have seen that is open in GL(2,Z^) ( non
CM case ) and in ( CM case, for R, see §7.2 below ).
The problem is to determine G^ for all i in a more explicit 
form. In our case, it had been conjectured that G^ should 
be GL(2,X^) ( non CM case ) and R^ ( CM case ) at least 
for almost all Q_. This will be proved to be the case. One 
can also say if he likes, therefore, that the image of the 
-adic representation is independent of 2. as varies.
Proposition 20. ( Serre [6] Lemma of IV §3.1 )
^  . TT N . . -TT
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(b) For almost all fi., det(G,^) = 7L* and det(G^) = F*. 
Proof. This is in fact part of the reciprocity for qg , cf. 
(a) §3 of chapter I, as well (2) of §1.3.
7.1. The non CM case.
Proposition 21. ( Serre [6] Prop, of IV 3.1 ) The follow­
ing are equivalent:
(a) ira^ is open in J] GL(V^);
(b) For almost all G^ = Aut(T^);
(c) For almost all ^(G) = A.ut(E^);
(d) G^ contains SL(E^) for almost all
Only (d) ==> (a) is not obvious; but the proof are 
much group theoretic. It is thm.2A. We rewrite it here.
Lemma 5. ( Serre [6], Main Lemma of IV §3.1 ) Let G be a
closed subgroup of J] GL(2,^) and G^ and G‘£ are its 
images in GL(2,2^) and GL(2,F^), respectively. Assume
(a) G^ is open in GL(2,&^) for all
det(b) im(G -- - -> TJ GL(2 ,Z5_) ------- > TT ) is open;
(c) GT contains SL(2,F^) for almost allx. x
Then G is open in J] GL(2,Z^).
Remark. We will prove one of the other conditions in prop.21
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so as to show (a) is true ( mostly (c) and (d) as emphasized 
in §2, by reduction mod Si ). This proposition has various 
generalizations which lead to a method to solve the problem of 
the determination of all simultaneously,
If the modular invariant j of the elliptic curve is 
not an integer then we can apply Tate’s theory to give a rela­
tively easy proof that the conditions of prop.21 are 
satisfied. In fact
Lemma 6. ( Serre [6] IV §3.2 lemma 1 ) If j is not an
integer then contains a transvection if \ v(j) for a
a place v such that v(j) < 0.
Then the irreducible theorem, Lemma 3, shows that the reduc­
tion G7 will at least contain, e.g.
hence contain SL(2,1F^).
Actually
Theorem 22. ( Serre [8] Thm.2 of 4.2 ) If E does not
have CM, then the equivalent conditions in prop.21 are 
satisfied ( by proving (c) ).
This is the major result of Serre [8]; for the
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proof, cf. §8 below.
7.1.1 We show firstly some corollaries of thm.22. Let K<- 
= K(roots of unity).
Proposition 23. ( Serre [8] §4.4 corol.2 ) The image of
Gal(K/Kc) by is an open subgroup in SL(T^).
Proof. Refer to (l) of § 1.3 and prop.21, as one sees, by the 
definition of ^  ,
Gal(K/Kc) = C\ ker
So ^(GalCK/K^)) = * w(G)n|T SL(T,).
For v O , let w|v be an extension of v to 
K/K, I(w) be the inertia group and Jv be the smallest 
closed normal subgrooup containing l(w); Jy is independent 
of the choice of w.
Proposition 24. ( Serre [8] §4.4 thm.4 ) ^(Jv) is equal
to the p(v)-th factor GL(Tp(v) ) of ~JT GL(T^) for almost 
all v.
The more elaborate version is
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Proposition 24'. Put p(v). Suppose 5, and that
G -- > Aut(E^) is surjective, and that E has good
reduction at v, v is unramified over ($ . Being so,
X X  Jv ) = 6L(Tp(v)).
Proof. I(w) acts trivially on T^ , at each x* ^ 2V and at ■ 
each of the places v at which E has good reduction. So 
does Jv by contiuity. This means we have the inclusion
H = <fe.(Jv> iGL(Tri)cff GL(Ti().
Consider the reduction of H on Aut(E^) = Aut(T^/jT^).
The results (a) and (b) §8.1 apply to show that contains
a non-split Cartan subgroup or a semi-split Cartan subgroup.
Apply our lifting property thm.4A to the commutator subgroup
H* of H we see H* = SL(T^) ( thm.l2A. ). On the other hand
as v is unramified \,(l(w)) = Z* • It means the same as thatNv- -v
the map
det : H c g l CT^) ---- > Z  J
is surjective. The result follows.
7.2. The CM case.
Now consider the case that E has CM. Assume that 
R = EndK(E) ^ TL with field of fractions F which is an im­
aginary quadratic extension of (Q) • One has a natural em­
bedding F -- > K (if all endomorphisms of E are defined
K. cf. Serre [8] §4.5 ).over
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For each 1 let R. = RsZ.^ , = F$<$.^ . Then the
Tate module To is a free R.-module of rank 1, and Vv, isX x.
also a free F^-module of rank 1. The action by
commutes with that of the elements of R because all ele­
ments of R are defined over K. Hence the image G,^  is 
contained in R^ ( cf. §4.2.3 ). ( Note that means the same 
as a homomorphism
1 — > *;
where I is the idele group of K ) Being so,
Lemma 7. ( Serre & Tate [1], thm.10 ) There exists one and
only one continuous homomorphism 
£ : I ---- > Fx
such that £(x) = Nty^ (x) if x K* & ^(a) = c(a)Niv_(a|)
( where the norm is automatically extended to I ).
Theorem 25. ( Serre & Tate [1], thm.ll, Serre [8] §4.5
thm.5 ) The image ^(G) in TT is an open subgroup.
Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 7, as one notices that
N is an open map even though viewed as one on I after 
taking product, and that £ is locally trivial.
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8. The proof of thm.22: non CM case.
If there are infinitely many prime numbers ^ such 
that ^(G) 4 Aut(E^), then we show that E will admit CM.
To avoid digress, let's first mention some facts.
By careful considering of the
(a) image of the "tame" inertias, cf. Part I, §9.2;
(b) subgroups and their relationship in GL(2,IF\), cf. Part 
IV,
we are led to, then, two possibilities:
(i) %(G) is contained in a Borel subgroup, or in a 
Cartan subgroup;
(ii) 9k(G) is contained in the normalizer N of a Cartan 
subgroup C , but not in C .
In case (ii) we deduce that each quadratic extension
determined by ker(G -- > N/C = [±1)) of K is in fact
unramified. Therefore we can find one K' independent of in­
finitely many 1. In K* all Frobenii corresponding to non- 
decomposed places v have trace 0. In fact they have image
-1 under G -- > , cf. §4.5 of chapter IV. This implies
the reduction there is of height 2, cf. prop.l. But we have 
calculated the density of the set of non-decomposed places ( 
prop.17 ), which is equal to 0 since E has no CM, while on 
the other hand one sees directly from Cebotarev's Density 
Theorem that this set is of density 1/2!
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In case (i), if one considers the semi­
simplification, he obtains infinitely many Abelian 1-adic 
representations which are rational. They can be lifted to 
one by a lifting theorem of Serre ( Part I thm.13 ) infinitely 
many times, by carefully considering the characters of G 
with values in k* ( cf. Part I, §9 and §8.1 below. See also 
(*) in thm.13, Part I, ). The lifting is still Abelian, but 
that is impossible in the case that E does not have CM!
8.1. Preliminary results.
Now we are going to see how (1) and (2) above are 
derived. Let the notations be as in §1.5 but charK = 0. Let 
e * v(p). Recall that Ip is the Galois group of tamely 
ramified extension and It the tame inertia, and I the in­
ertia subgroup.
First we have the fact that the map 
det • G ---- > lFn ,■ j ' p P
where is the mod p reduction of the cyclotomic character, 
is in fact ( cf. Serre [8] prop.8 ) § T_,, here for the nota­
tion , cf. Part I § 9.2. Now we can assume that equation
(l) of §1.1. has coefficients a t A. Then we have the fol­
lowing cases: ( Serre [8] §1.11 )
(a) The Tate module T p of the reduction curve at p is
isomorphic to 7Lp . 
have
Then similar to prop.9 of §3.6 we
> X. > E. '> E > 0.
So the image of G ( respectively, 1^ ) by (p in 
Aut(E ) = GL(2,Fj is contained in the Borel subgroup
/ *  * \ f i  * \
l j ( resp.
\ o  l )  }\ 0 * /
And Ij. acts on Xp and Ep , respectively, by
and 1. Moreover if e = 1 we have two cases: (i) If
x p acts trivially on Ep then the image of I is
cyclic of order p-1; (ii) If Ip acts non-trivially
e p then the image of It is of order p(p-l). They
are represented respectively by the matrices of the form
( * ° A  
\ 0 1 /
(b) The Tate module T^ of the reduction curve is 0. Then
we have seen by (x, y) |-- > t=x/y that
F(t, t') = t+t'+a,tt'-aT(t t'+tt’ ) +
induces a formal group law F with a; A ( see 
§1.6 ). Under this identification, F is of height 2. 
Furthermore by a result on formal group ( Serre [6] 
prop.9 ) we have, if e=l, that: (i) The image of I in 
GL(Ep) is a cyclic group C of order p 2-l ( non­
split Cartan subgroup ); (ii) The image of G in 
GL(Ep) is C or the normalizer N of C depending on
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that k contains F ^2 or not.
(c) The last case is that having bad reduction. By Tate’s 
theory, the discussion in §3.2 is still available. So 
similar results remain true. In more detail, we have if 
e = 1 th en (i) If I acts trivially on E , then their y
image of It in GL(Ep) is cyclic of order p-1; (ii) 
If Ip acts non-trivially on Ep then the image of It 
is represented by the matrices of the form
This can be done because we know the exact characters by which 
the inertias act on Ep. Therefore we have in all cases that 
conditions of thm.ilA are satisfied. This gives (i) and (ii) 
of §8.0.
9. Elliptic curves over Q ( non CM case ).
Assume E does not have CM in this section. Then 
our result can be stated as "for almost all G. = im(^)
= GL(2,F<i)", i.e., there only finitely many primes ^ such 
that im(cj^ ) ^ GL(2,F^). In fact, thm.22 is equivalent to
Theorem 22*. The indices of G~ in GL(E.P) are bounded 
by an integer independent of n.
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Those primes ( at which ^  is not surjective ) are called ex­
ceptional primes. It is interesting to determine ail excep­
tional primes. The usual method is to find an upper bound of 
the exceptional primes.
9.1, Exceptional primes.
We consentrate on those elliptic curves E defined 
over Q) in the whole §9. Let S be the set of primes at 
which E has bad reduction.
Let ( cf. §1.5 ) ty = trace of the Frobenius of the 
reduction curve Ep" at p if p S. Then we rewrite
t? = i + p - Ap 
Tr(fp) ^ t? (mod \ ) 
det(f-p) ^  p (mod X )
where Ap is the number of IFp-points of Ep and fp is 
the Frobenius, IFp the field of p elements. The following 
proposition indicates when fyCG) ? Aut(E^).
Proposition 26. ( Serre [8] §5.4 prop.21 ) Assume that E
is semi-stable and
(a) <f^ (G) 1 Aut(E^);
(b) 2, 3, 5; or SI does not divide v, (j) for all p
Then
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(i) Cj)^ (G) is contained in a Borel subgroup of Aut(Er^);
(ii) The G-module has a Jordan-Holder composition
series with quotients isomorphic to and .
(iii) We have tT ~ 1+p ( mod for all p_ £ S .
Proof.
(i) In case ^  ]( v_,(j) for all p £ S, Lemma 7 of §7.1 is
valid. Then we can apply thm.6A to reach the 
destination. In case ^ >, 1, but is not contained
in any Borel subgroups, then according to §8 we see
(G) will contain either a non-split or a semi-split 
Gartan subgroup. Then thm.llA • applies to show there 3 
possibilities for <|>^ (G), as shown there. They are all 
impossible.
(ii) We omit the proof.
(iii) Let the notations be just as in the beginning of this
section, p ^ . Then
t^ = Tr(f?)n ^  + bk” (mod x) 
where ^  and are eigenvalues of the Frobenius
at p. Because of (ii), we have thus  ^ , x" \ ~
^1, p^ . Hence our assertion for p  ^ $ .
We have consequently the following interesting 
corollary, which indicates one way to effectively calculate an 
upper boound of the exceptional primes. ( cf. also Serre [8] 
§5.6 prop.24 )
Theorem 27. ( Serre [8] §5.4 corol.l ) Suppose that E
is semi-stable. Assume p is the smallest prime number on
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which E has good reduction. Then 0(G) = Aut(E- ) for' t
all 0 > (p^  + l)2 .
Proof. Assume the contaray. p :> 2. Thereforre 5.
Our previous theorem shows Ap is divisible by ^ . So
Ap l l > 1 + p + 2p^ 
a p = 1 + p - tr
’/nTherefore t ^  < -2p ". This contradicts the Riemann Hypothesis 
for E ^ ( Weil [4] p.70 corol.3 ).
9.2. The image of 3^ .
The extreme case ^(G) = "fj GL(2,2E^) in this case 
( i.e., elliptic curves over qj ) will never be true.
Proposition 28. ( Serre [8] §5.5 prop.22 ) For any ellip­
tic curve E, the image of
0, : G ---- > Aut(E„) ^  TT GL(2,2E,.)
is always contained in a subgroup of AutCE^) of index 2. 
Proof. For each a Aut(E^) let a^ be its "mod n 
reduction" in Aut(En). As Aut(E2) ‘X ( see §5.3 loc. cit.
), if we write for the signature S , --> >±1\ we have
by ^(s) = X_(4\(s)). The quadratic extension determined by
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is in fact Q(j&) where A  is the discriminant of E. Embed 




and we have the formula
K % ( s ) )  = d^(det(d)^(s)) for s t G.
Then it is obvious that
^ ( G )  ‘■l H& »  ^a t Aut(E^) : (^a.^ ) = .-^(detaj
is of index 2 in Aut(E^).
10. Product of two elliptic curves.
10.1. Notations.
Let E, E* be two elliptic curves, with the usual 
notations apperaing before. We will use the * to denote the 
counterparts of E*. We assume that both E and E' do not 
have CM.
10.2. The representation ^
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Two maps ^  and ^  give the product map 
; G ---- > Aut(En )xAut(E*n) .
Let
An = ^ (u, u') £ Aut(En)xAut(E,n ) : det(u) - det(u’) 
then im<b qAn. Taking limit with respect to n we have
• G ---- > A^= U m  An.
A^ q Aut(E00)xAut(E) is of the form
TT a.-1 x.
where A^ > 9 GL(T ^ )xGL(T* ^ ) consisting of those elements 
(u, u') such that det(u) = det(u') (  ^2Z^  ).
Theorem 29. ( Serre [8] §6.1 thm.6 ) Assume
(a) E and E' do not have complex multiplication;
(b) Two systems ( ^  ) and ( ^  ) of ^-adic repre­
sentations do not become isomorphic even on any open 
subgroup of G.
Then the image 0»(G) is open in A .^
Remark An analogue of prop.23 holds.
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10»3. The proof of thm.29.
It is a typical applying of some algebraic facts; 
its idea has imitation in other situation. We will draw a 
sketch in what is to follow.
Step 1. im <5> « is open in A , for each %.X. Arf
Transfer to considering the Lie algebra. This is 
sufficient. Let
= Lie algebra of
=  ^(u, u’) t End(Vj) End(VV) : Tr(u)=Tr(u') \
Then Cra ^ A - The assumption guarantees that the
projections from Ch<13. to each factor of the product
EndCV^xEndCV*^) are surjective. Then the "Goursat*s 
lemma’* ( cf. thm.!9A ) shows if ^ , C^j^is
the graph of an isomorphism from End(V^) to 
End(V*^). This isomorphism induces an isomorphism 
between the V*s as ^-modules. That contradicts 
(b).
Step 2. Consider the reduction. In view of the lifting
theorem.4A, this is sufficient. We claim that if 
^  and d)^  are surjective but not, then there 
exist
tj.: G ---- > and f: E ---- > E'^
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Step 3.
such that f is an isomorphism and
f5^ ( s) s  ^(s) ch,!(s)’f for any s L G1 < X I \ J x
is unramified at all thoes places which are un­
ramified over Q and where E and E* have good 
reduction. ( cf. thm.22A )
This is again the Goursat1 lemma. The proof in­
volves a more careful group-structural analysis for 
the choice of i^.
For almost all ^ , ^(G) =
If not, for infinitely many primes ^  (G) f A*.
Denote by L the set of primes ^ such that <3>^ (G) 
± Ar^ , ^^>5 and both and ^  are surjective.
Let be as in step 2. We can assume furthermore
that the f are unramified at almost all places of 
K, independent of 51 ^y step 2. Hence there are in 
fact finitely many f^ ( because the s value
in \±l\ • )• Now replace L if necessary we as­
sume all are the same. Then E^ and E'^  be­
come G *-isomorphic by step 2 if G* = ker£. Let 
K*/K correspond to £. The proof of the Lifting 
Theorem in Part I now applies. At each place w 
of at which E and E* have good reduction we
have
Tr(F(w)) = Tr(F(w')) (mod i)
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for Sr L. The infinit ness of L implies that 
Tr(F(w)) = Tr(F(w)f). Therefore E and E* will 
be isomorphic over K1 , impossible!
Step 4. For almost all , ^ ( J v ) is the ^-th factor A ^
of A^ where v|J. ( See §9.2 for the notations. ) 
This again the Goursat's lemma.
Step 5. Complete, because the argument of lemma 5 of §7.1 is 
applicable ( This shows why step 4. is necessary ).
10.4. A remark.
This is the easiest generalization. The result and 
the proof here can be generalized to the case of the product 
of finitely many elliptic curves under the same assumption, 
like that Ribet has done for modular forms, cf. Part III §4.4.
11. Abelian varieties with real multiplication.
In [2], Ribet has generalized thm.13 to the case of 
an Abelian variety X of type E where E is a totally real 
number field of degree d=dimX. The group theoretic aspect re­




of degree 2d, by means of §1.3.1, we have actually:
P : G ---- > Aut^ (V0)h  v
where Aut- (vp = GL(2,Ep if [E:Q] = g!
In the sequal of this section, we assume that X 
is an Abelian variety defined over K such that
(RM)
(1) All endomorphsms of X are defined over K;
(2) End(X)®Q = E is a totally real number field of 
degree d = dimX and
(3) X does not everywhere have potential good 
reduction.
11.1. A discussion on the Lie algebras. *(i)
In Ribet [2] there is a clear discussion about the 
Lie algebras, which is in fact a generalization of the idea of 
Serre in §12.3. This is helpful.
Fix a rational prime ^ . The assumption is the same 
as in the first paragraph of this section, see also §1.5.1.
In fact we need only ( Ribet [2] §4 of Part IV ):
(i) If %\^ i then does not have an Abelian semi­
simplification even on any open subgroup of G;
(ii) det 0^  ( or more general ^  for some k ).
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Please notice that (i) is similar to Lemma 3 ( see 
the Remark after Lemma 3 )• These two conditions will be 
satisfied under the assumption (RM). Let
n = \ u (r End „ V « : tr(u) £JaL
(ii) implies immediately that ^ Vj^ . Our question is that
when the equality holds. Obviously this is so if their dimen­
sion are equal. But dimension is invariant under scalar
extension. So let denote the extension First keep
in mind that the restriction of ^  on any open subgroup of G 
acts irreducibly on because of (i). For any finite exten­
sion L/K, let G l = Gal(K/L). Convince that the results 
below are true for any L we thus disregard the function of 
L as subscript.
The discussion in §4.2.3 shows:
(a) End^ E^ for all ^ and hence End^ = E^
and by scalar extension
<*>'
Let { <J : E -- > i) \ •
V ( = V © _ C  ) = *
Then we have a decomposition:
TT v ,
r
as E„ [G] = E Q [G] -modules where • The decom-
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position actually comes from
= E ® Q ^  ) = TT<®ff
r
We see whereby is of 2-dimension over and
(a)" Ends . ^ and Vg. is a simple G]-module.
For any L/K finite, any place w of L at which 
X L has good reduction, let aw = tr(^(F(w)) is defined ( 
independent of X  )• So we can define the Frobenius field Fu 
attached to X and L: Ft = dg (aw : these w). F E because 
a ^  ^ E for each w ( E-rational ). It reflects the property 
of ^  as can be seen from the Cebotarev theorem and repre­
sentation theory. In fact:
(b) For ^ \ , Vg. as G ] -modules iff (3"|-p =
Combine these facts together, we have:
( c ) EnV , v* is a
F ® ; it is 1
semi-simple 
also a free
Q^-algebra with center 
E^-module of rank [E:FU].
Using a rationality argument ( Galois theory ) we
also have
(c)’ End = End^ a semi“simPle Q^-algebra with
center F$Q^; it is also a free E^-module of rank
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If we let F = f\FL, then we can see 
(d) Endc Vj_- iff F = E iff F L = E for any L.
We can now state our aim
[ E : F J .
Theorem End^ V K - E, iff c-:3i S v
Remark The statement is reasonable. End^^ 1 as is 
certainly that acts E-linarly. The equality means c3n
has enough operators. On the other hand is the largest
Lie algebra with this property.
Proof, 
show ^





instead. Recall the decomposition
c3 r TT c3! tr
similar to that after (a)*. Then we have first Eng (V^)
according to the decomposition of End^V^ = E^ . By the semi- 
simplicity of the action of G
<3
we have
= gl(VG) or sl(V0).
It must be that % gl(V0). Now we use the "two principal"
For <S 4 X  > t0 show the projection of to gKV^ )xgl(V~.)
is the as that of The reason is, if not, the Coursat
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lemma will show that and V^ . will become isomorphic as
^-modules. That will imply Eng^V^ not commutative ( in 
view of the above decomposition, contradictary to the dissen­
sion in §11.1 ). Then we apply thm.25A.
11.2. Equality between the Lie algebras.
Under the same assumption (2) and (3) of (RM) in 
§11.0 we can prove that X is in fact a parametrized Abelian 
variety ( Ribet [2] prop. §3.6.1 ) and (ii) of §11.1 holds 
( Lemma 4.5-1, loc. cit. ). So does (i) of §11.1 ( thm 
4.2.1 & 4.3.1, loc. cit. ). These ( (i) and (ii) ) are 
fundamental. Assume moreover (1) of (RM) of §11.0 holds. In 
this case
Theorem 30. ( thm 4.5.4, loc. cit. )
In fact, a priori according to the analysis in 
§11.1, with the same notation there, if the consideration (i) 
and (ii) there are satisfied ( this is so particularly when 
X is described as in the beginning of this section ), we 
have
Proposition 31. ( Ribet [2] thm.4.5.3 ) The following
conditions are equivalent ( with the same notations as in
§11.1 ) :
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(a) for one S.;
(b> g3 sl for a11 $.;
(c) E = F;
(d) E = Fu for all quadratic extensions L of K which 
is unramified outside the set of places where X has 
bad reduction;
(e) There exists a place v of K at which X has good 
reduction such that a v generates E over Q where 
a v = tr(^(F(v))).
Very roughly ( or superficially ), the proof of 
thm.30 is to find a place v at which X can be viewed as a 
parametrized Abelian variety. Then one applies the knowledge 
of the these varieties ( cf. Ribet [2] III ) to obtain the 
result ( (c) of prop.31, (c)* of §11.1: to show [E:F] - 1  ).
11.3. The Lie group.
We have finally ( the reduction version )
Theorem 32. ( Ribet [2] thm.5.5.2 ) Under the condition
(RM) in the beginning of this section ( from which (i) and
(ii) of §11.1 can be derived ), the map ^  : G -- > Aut(X^)
is surjective for almost all Hence by Coursat*s Lemma
( or '^-principal") the map G -- > Aut(X^) is also
surjective for almost all 5^.
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12. A related result of Ohta.
As we have mentioned in the introduction, the 
results seem quite far from complete. We state another case 
here.
First are some notations. Let B be an indefinite 
quaternion algebra over Q , D a  maximal order of B. Assume 
that A is a 2-dimensional Abelian variety defined over a 
number field K such that End^(A) D. Then similar to
the discussion for CM in §1.7, we have
G ---- > Autft(Tj(A))
where as usual .
In Ohta [1], he proves the following result:
Theorem 33. (a) ^(G) " is an open subgroup of D*
for all ^ ; (b) = d £ for almost all 3,.
Such an A everywhere has potential good reduction. 
The results for A relating to its reduction at each prime 
similar to those of elliptic curves still hold. We do not 
reproduce it here as nThe proof proceeds almost in the same 
way as Serre's papers [2], [6] and [8]n ( p.299, Ohta [1] ).
13. Abelian varieties with CM.
Assume X is an Abelian variety defined over a
field K with CM by a field F of degree 2dimX over Q 
and that all endomorphisms of X are defined over K. Such 
an X everywhere has potential good reduction. Let R = 
F C\ End(X), which is an order in F, Then as in §1.3 and
In particular, is Abelian. For Tate's module we have
F^-module of rank 1.
This implies particularly that the commutant of R in 
End(V^) is F^. And = F ® ^ .
Since all endomorphisms of X are defined over K, 
related to its Lie algebra of the Abelian variety, there is an 
algebraic group morphism ( K is a number field now )
§1.7, the )l“adic representation induces:
Proposition 34. ( Serre & Tate [1] thm.5 ) is a free
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( see §7, Serre & Tate [1] as well §5 of chapter I ) One has 
by taking Q , and IR points respectively the maps:
% : K* ---> Fx
C ---->
Then the general version of Lemma 7 can be stated as
Lemma 7* ( Serre & Tate [1] thnull ) There exists a unique
homomorphism
^ : I ---- > F*
such that for any ^(a) = £(a)^>(a|).
Therefore our knowledge about the image is just
that of £ and .
There is an interpretation of the 5,-adic repre­
sentation by the algebraic representation of some Serre1s 
group Sm defined in Chapter I. In fact, if T is the torus 
attached to F, we see ( cf. chap. I ) the 3^ -adic repre­
sentation are realized by
G ---- > T((®^ - F*
It is clear ( in fact difficult )
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Theorem 35. ( Serre [6] II §2.8 thm.l ) The system ( ^  )
of 3^ -adic representations of K is strictly compatible with 
values in T and is induced by an algebraic morphism of a 
Serre1s group
---- > T
( with some module m ) in the sense of §5, chapter I.
Remark For the 5^ -adic representation theoretic properties 
of ( ^  ), cf. theorem of §1.3.1.
Part III 9.~adic representations attached to Modular Forms
1. Modular Forms.
1.1. Congruence subgroups.




Recall the usual notations:
GL(2,®)+ = \ <T t GL(2,m) : det(G') > 0 \
F(N) ■ { trt SL(2,2Z) : a = d 3 1, b = c 3 0 (mod N) ]
*F(N) = \ S’ SL(2,Z) : c 3 0 (mod N) ]
"F(N) = \ C ^ U(N) : a 3  d 31 (mod N) ^
^~(N) is called the principal congruence subgroup of level N 
A congruence subgroup of level N is a subgroup of SL(2,2Z) 
which contains * P(N).
Let H be the upper half plane  ^ z 6 (C : Im(z)>o1j 
Then GL(2,H)+ acts on H by
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(1) z |---- > (az+b)/(cz+d) = Cr(z)
So do the T's. Hence these groups act on the space of 
meromorphic functions on H, as follows. For a meromorphic 
function f, 0T GL(2,1R)+ and k an integer we write
(2) f | CCr] K = detfo)/lf(0'(z))(c.z+d) .
1.2. Forms with nebentypus.
A modular function for a congruence subgroup \ of 
level N of weight k is a meromorphic function f on H 
such that
(a) f is invariant under i.e., f|[(j]k = f for any
(b) f is meromorphic "at infinity", which is explained
as follows. Since I contains! by (a)\0 1/
f(z+N) = f(z). Therefore f admits a Fourier 
expansion:
f(z) = ^ w h e r e  q = exp(2Tv.iz/N) ( Jacobi q ).
Then "meromorphic at *©" means that this expansion has 
only finitely many non-zero terms with negative index.
A modular form is a modular function holomorphic on
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H and "at oo ••. A cusp form is a modular form which "vanishes 
at
Let M(j,k) denote the linear space of modular 
forms of weight k for "p; S(p,k) the subspace of cusp 
forms. They have finite dimension over (C . ( cf. Shimura
[1] or Harvey [l] )
Example Let L be a lattice in (C and
( z )  = z~2 +YJ ((z-w)~2 - w~2)
^(z) is an ( elliptic ) function on the elliptic curve 
(C/L, and is called the Weierstrass* -function. Together
with
(z) = -2 (z-w)
L
and )^' gives a parametrization of (C/L:
^  f - - SV
gx and g^ . Expand into power series
(z) = z''1 + T, (2k+l)Gxv^ zxk
where G K = 2j' w~k ; they are called Eisenstein series'. 
The Eisenstein series Gk is a modular form for SL(2,2Z) of 
weight k if k } 2. We have
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gr = 60Gv, = 140Gt.
Then
Theorem The graded algebra ©  M(SL(2,Z) ,k) ( naturally )
is just (C[g^,g^] as a polynomial ring.
Let
^  “ g\ - 27g^ and j = (12g\) / & ,
j is of weight 0. In fact (C(j) is the function field of 
the Rieraann sphere S2 and also is the field of all modular 
functions of weight 0 ( for SL(2,2Z) ).
The Fourier expansion of G-k is
G .k= -B u/k ! + 2/(k-l)! Y  CumC")
1
where is the divisor function and the normalized
Eisenstein series is
E ^  = -k! /Bk G k.
E k has integral coefficients ( von Staudt-Kummer ).
. 2Tciz —t-t- , 211702 24&<z) - e IT  < 1 - e )m
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is a cusp form of weight 12 for SL(2,Z). Its Fourier expan­
sion is
&  (z) = ^ X ( n )  cp
where (n) is known as Ramanujan’s function.
1.2.1 We consider forms in M(|,(N),k). They may not be 
invariant under the action of J^CN). However if (St J^(N) 
acts on M(\,(N),k) depending only on d. Because of this 
reason we write the operator Rd for the action: f|[<s]K®
f|R^. In fact
f|Rd = t(d) f
where ^ is a mod N Dirichlet character and 
M(f,(N),k) = ©  M(^(N),k,0-
Here we have used the notation MCj’jk,^) for a character £ 
of [ to denote the space of forms f such that f|[o~]K= 
£X^ r)f. Because of this reason we will study forms in 
M(y*(N),k,0 instead. We asy f is of type (k,0* C is 
also called a nebentypus. Note ^_(-l) = (-1) otherwise
M(Tc(N),k,t) - 0.
1.3. Hecke Operators, Eigenforms and Euler product.
1.3.1 S(]^ ,k) becomes a finite dimensional Hilbert space
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under the Petersson inner product
(f> g) = f(z)g(z)yN'1 dxdy
where h = [SL(2, TL) tj’ ] , z=x+iy and the integration is taken' 
over a fundamental region D of | .
1,3.2 Assume f = 7^  is a modular form for ”H(N) of
type (k,0* The Hecke operators Tp are defined by
flTp = Y j ah?qh + t(p)pV ' ^  ahqn if p | N;
flTp ” X  avT<5" if P I N*
The Tp act on M(\^(N),k,£) and on S(j0(N),k,O which are 
also unitary operators on the latter space with respect to the 
Petersson inner product.
The Hecke operators form a commutative ring and com­
mute with R^. In particular S(*^(N),k,0 has a basis con­
sisting of eigenforms for the Hecke operators simultaneously. 
For such a form f, we have
f |Tp = c?f for c * (E and p / N.
If a cusp form f has a normalized Fourier expansion ( i.e. a, =
1 ) then a-j, = c^. All a^ are algebraic integers. They 
generate a finite extension over Q . We have also
a, - £(p)(3)
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from the action of R^.
1.3.3. Newforms.
M(I’(M),k) C M(f;(N),k) if M|N. If a form f in 
M(T*(N),k) "is not" a form of lower level we say it is a new 
form. This identification is compatible with Tp and R^.
The fact is, M(yj(N),k) is decomposed into the direct sum of 
the subspaces of newforms of all lower levels dividing N.
1.3.4 The Hecke operators formally satisfy an Euler 
product relation ( for the definition of general Tn see 
Shimura [2] or Harvey [l] ):
T, Tnn-S = TT ( + e(p)pk_1_2s )_1TT ( i-afp-3 ^
v'-° p p | N
Hence for an eigenform f = ^  a^ q' which is also a new form 
its Mellin transform ( i.e. the associated Dirichlet series ) 
also has an Euler product:
L.(s)= 1 a.n^ TT d - a ^ + ^ p )^ "1-23 )_1 TT (1-a.p-3)-1
* #  pin
This amounts to the same as a recurrence relation:
an- a^ = a ^  if (m, n) = 1;
a = a^a^ - t(p)pM - a if P f N
1.4. Functional Equation and Petersson Conjecture.
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1.4.1 Note first for an automorphism ^tAut(c) we have 
that
f* - T  . S "
is also a form in M("|L(N),k) if f is. Put 
/\^ (s) = N x (2u)S \ (s)L^(s)
we have the functional equation: 
A^(s) - A’ (k-s) 
for some A t C.
1.4.2 Assume again f = ^  a^ q"" is a newform of
M(*^ (N) , k) which is also an eigen cusp form with eigenvalues 
a^ . Then the Petersson's conjecture claims:
2p^"\
2. The mod ^ theory.
Most of the results here are about the forms for 
SL(2,2Z) ( Reference: Swinnerton-Dyer [1], Serre [7], Ribet
[1] and Katz [l] & [2] )
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,2.1. Forms and Fourier expansion.
Assume M(R,k) is the linear space of modular forms 
of weight k with coefficients in a ring R ( cf. Katz ).
For each f t M(R,k), f has the q (or Fourier)-
expansion:
f = ^  a.q' t R[[q]].
2.2. Scalar extension and reduction.
For a ring homomorphism h: R -- > R*, we have
M(R,k)§>Rf ---- > M(R* ,k)
via ( ^  a^q )^b |-- > ^  h(a^ )bq* .
2.2.1 Katz: If R =2Z, 1/6 R*, then the above map is an
isomorphism.




is the "mod reduction. Serre and Swinnerton-Dyer have
adopted this as the definition of the mod ^  forms.
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2.3. The q-expansion principle of Katz.
If R ^ R 1, f t M(R*,k) has q-expansion with coeffi­
cients in R, then f t M(R,k).
2.4. The structure theorem of Swinnerton-Dyer.
denotes the field of ^ elements and 1F^  its 
algebraic closure. We will from now on let M(k) = M(lF^rk) = 
if 1 ^ 5 .
Let A t M(5_—1) be the image of Ej_(, the normal- 
ized Eisenstein series. Then A = 1. But multiplication by 
A gives
M(k) ---- > M(k+St-1).
2.4.1 Let f ^ TT(k), f* ^ M(k* ), having the same q- 
expansion, then k =  k* (mod $1-1) and f ® An f* with n = 
(k-k*)/($L“l)• This is the structure theorem of Swinnerton- 
Dyer.
2.4.2 Remark In Swinnerton-Dyer [1] and Serre [7], theorem 
( 2.4.1 ) appears in the following form:
M - ^ M ( k )  -TF^tQjRl/CA-l) where Q - A^, R = Ab, 
and A = A(Q,R), and IF [Q,R] has been viewed as a polyno­
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mial ring ( see theorem of §1.2 ). M has a natural grading 
K/((£-l)).
2.5, Filtration.
This will be the main tool. For f M(k), let
w(f) = inf  ^k* : g (r M(kf) such that g & f have the 
same q-expansion ^
The basic properties, which follow easily, are:
(i) w(0) = ;
(ii) w depends only on the q-expansion;
(iii) if f ^ 0, f £ M(k) then w(f) » k (mod .^-1).
Theorem 1. There is a unique map
§  : M(k) ---- > M(k+)t+l) ,
which induces the action on the q-expansions by
q(d/dq): ^  a^ q* | — > Y, naxcT • If w(f) =k and  ^| k,
then w(§(f)) = k+1+1.
One sees in particular if ^ > k then is one-
one.
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The following results are used in applying the 
theory to obtain boundedness ( for the exceptional primes, cf. 
§4.3 below ) of 1 under certain conditions.
(1) Let f  ^M(k), g £ M(k'), both non-zero, k >, k*. 
If t > 0 is an integer such that
a^(f) = u a^(g), for all n prime to N 
then t = 1 (k-kf ) (mod 1-1) or 
t 5 ^ (k-k'+l-l) (mod 1-1). Moreover if ^ 
k+kf , then k = k* , f = g and (1-1) | t.
(2) f t M(k) non-zero, a. (f) = 0 for (7) = -1.
Then 2k > !•
(3) If f t  M(k) is a "cusp” form, i.e. a,= 0, and 
there are mod(^-l) integers m and m* such 
that m+m’-k-l (mod 1-1) and a,^ 1 n^ S^'-wXn)
(mod 1) when (n,5i)=l, then k+1 or, ^
divides the numerator of B /k, where B is the 
Bernoulli number ( appearing in GK ).
2.6. Remark.
Katz has generalized the theory to arbitrary coeffi­
cient ring and arbitrary level, where the normalized Eisenstein 
series is replaced by the Hasse invariant. This will be used 
in the determination of the image in the group level, in §11.
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3. Data: the j-adic representation attached to a cusp form.
3.1. The representation.
For f  ^S(^(N),k), let K = Q ( a J .  K is
a finite extension of Q . Put T = \ <5 : K -- > <£ ^  . Assume
f is an eigen newform of type (k,0*
Starting from such an f we have then a continuous 
representation, due to Deligne-Serre:
Gal(l/<5) ---- > GL(2,K®fi§l).
This 5^-adic representation ^  is
(i) unramified outside ^N;
(ii) tr(^(F(p))) = a^, det(^(F(p))) =$_(p)p for P^N.
One sees easily that the system is rational strictly com­
patible with exceptional set^N.
3.2. A decomposition.
As shown in §10.1 of chapter I for 
have the \-adic representations:
K®<®, = T T  K , we
^ Mi ^
> GL(2,K^) > GL(2,Kk)
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then ^  = TT > cf. Ribet [3]. Therefore we can consider 
^-adic representations as well as 5l-adic ones.
3.3. Remark.
In [2] Ohta has constructed $t-adic representations 
for F attached to an algebraic representation
-> GL(m,Q)
where B is a quaternion algebra over a totally real number 
field F of degree g under some conditions ( loc.cit.
p.2 ). Starting from such a ^ , he constructs a space of
automorphic forms and the Hecke operators on this space. The
representation ^  : Gal(F/F) -- > GL(n,q>.^ ) constructed there
for every ^ are unramified for almost all primes and satisfy 
a congruence relation for the arithmetic Frobenii.
3.4. Frobenius at infinity.
A remarkable simple fact is that, if c is the com­
plex conjugate ( f,Frobenius at " ) in G, ^(c) will be 
of the form
C - J )
for some basis since its determinant is ^(-1^ ^(-1)
( by considering its action ).
-1
3.5, An illustration of the content.
In what follows, after a quick review of the case of
the forms for SL(2,Z) in §4, in §5-6 we follow Ribet [3] to 
treat some general properties of the representations attached 
to modular forms obtained above by Deligne-Serre. The mod ^ 
theory plays an important role in the consideration in §4. 
But it does not concern with the content of §5-10. Theorem 7 
leads to 2 situations which we have to consider separately, 
namely forms do or do not have complex multiplication (
definition §6.1 ). The former case is discussed in §7 and §9. 
In §8 we will take a glance at the case k = 1. In §10 we 
consider the Lie algebra of the representation according to 
Ribet and Momose. In §11 we return to the group level after 
Ribet. This is the occasion we encounter again the mod
4. A review of the simplest case: eigenforms for SL(2,Z) 
( Serre, Swinnerton-Dyer, Ribet ).
theory.
For the basic properties, cf. §5 below.
4.1. The represetation and the problems.
As det where cyclotomic





G jl - image of ^  t t GL(2,2Zj) : det(u) (t 7Lf^ \ =  A^ . 
The basic facts ( or problems ) are:
(1) G^ is open in A ^  for all ( note is open in
GL(2,zp
(2) G^ » A ^  for almost all
4.2. Openness problem (1).
In Serre [4], he has considered the representation 
attached to A  ( see §1.2 ), the only cusp form of weight 12. 
He proves (1) in this case, using the theory of Abelian ^-adic 
representations, and claims his result holds for other cusp 
forms ( §5.1 & §5.3 ). This is a fact.
Letfs consider (1). Following is the proof. First 
by semi-simplification we assume ^  is semi-simple. Then the 
Lie algebra = -S * 0  with Abelian and semi­
simple. If ^  y  0 then “ si (2,0^ ) . But ^
sl(2,(®^) so * gl( 2 ,dg ^) . It suffices to exclude -S = 0.
If so and O  - - center of gl(2,Q^), the data will give,
Ap^'^Cp)1 for infinitely many p. This is impossible.
Therefore ^  5=5 0 and (A ^ The commutant of is a
non-split Cartan algebra. Then ^  restricted on the open
subgroup of index <: 2 is Abelian. The whole system ( ^  )
when restricted on this open subgroup is locally algebraic by 
the theorem of Serre and Lang and the semi-simplicity as it is ra­
tional and is strictly compatible. Hence they come from a 
Serre’s torus. ( cf. also thm.17, Part I ) In particular the 
G^1s contain an open Abelian subgroup of index <2. If (l) 
fails for an $1 because of the above mentioned reason, all 
will have this property.
Now shown by Shimura [2], the reduction mod 11 of 
is isomorphic to the one of an elliptic curve with image 
the whole GL(2,F^j),. which leads to a contradiction.
4.3. Exceptional primes.
In Serre [7] and Swinnerton-Dyer [1], they turn to 
consider the "exceptional primes", still they assume an £ 2Z.
An exceptional prime is a prime number ^ at which 
G^SL(2,2Z^). ( See the 2nd paragraph of §4.2 ) In par­
ticular G^ = A ^  if 3^ is not exceptional. Group theory then 
shows, by explicitly considering the image, this is just some 
congruence relations among the a^ *s. This fact can be 
expressed by equalities of mod $1 forms. So the mod ^ 
thoery gives bounds on ^ , i.e., (2) of §4.1 holds.
Let*s look into more detail. Consider the reduction 
( which means the same ). For G^ = im ^  ^SL(2,F ), by 
thm.lOA & 11A we have the following possibilities:
13 1
(a) G ^  Si some Borel subgroup;
(b) There is a Gartan subgroup C with normalizer N
such that C N but G ^  5r
(c) -- > PGL(2)) X  A^, S ^  or A^ -.
which will imply respectively the following congruence 
relations:
(a)’ ^ m such that ak "S. iT6j^ .^ rv>(n)
= l;
(mod )L) if (n,5,)
(b)’ a^-,0 (mod if (^) = -1;
(c)' p'^a^ "S. 0, 1, 2 or 4 (mod )0 if P ^
Now (a)1 and (b)* are easily referred to §2.5. (c)1 
is direct to give a bound of the s.
This is indeed an interesting thing when Ramanujan’s 
congruence relations for his 'T (n) are related to the
representations, e.g.
'"C (p) =. P + P4 (mod 7).
4.4. Forms with arbitrary coefficients.
In [l], Ribet gives the complete description for the 
forms of SL(2,2Z ) with arbitrary coefficients. Note in this 
case A^ is in fact
= | u  t  GL(2,0®ZZj^) : d e t ( u )  k TZ, ^ "
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where 0 (it also appears as the ring of Hecke operators ) 
is the ring of integers of K ( see §3.2 ).
To see this, again reduce to considering the semi-' 
simplification of the mod ^ reduction of the representation. 
Writing
G~ = TT GL(2,0/$\) = GL(2,0/i0)
one can concentrate on a single prime ideal \  at first. 
Ribet hence reduces the problem (2) to proving the following 
two conditions according to thm.l8A:
(i) The group G ^  has order divisible by and
acts irreducibly on (0/x)2 •
(ii) There is a u ^ such that (tr(u))2 generates 
the F^-algebra O/Jlo.
For (i), the irreducibility is obtained exactly as 
that in §4.3 (a) ( see also §4.2.3, Part II )• About the
order, if upon the contrary, we have by thm.lOA three pos­
sibilities listed there. (1) occurs only finitely many times 
because thm.4 and the first part of (i). (2) and (3) are ex­
actly like (b) and (c) of §4.3.
Granting (i), (ii) holds at first for those primes 
of degree 1. In fact from thm.6A we have G^ 3 SL(2,0/\) 
SL(2,IF^). Then we use again "two principle1*. Fix any
over ^ and let ( temporarily ) A* and G* be the
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projections of A and G to 
GL(2,0/\,x0/X) •
It suffices to show Gr2 SL(2,0/^x0/>^)• Assume the contrary, 
by thm.22A, we have an
: G' --- >
such that tr(u) = £.(u,u')tr(u') for (u,u')  ^O'. Let
$  : GaKq/^) ---- > GL(2,0/>JxGL(2,0/x) ---- > A.
Then unramifiedness shows either <£> = 1 or 4* = Legendre sym­
bol (-).
I
In the former case the mod X- anc^ the mod x! 
forms f^ and f^ of f are identical. This is impossible 
because
0/10 -xTT o/x
but the a^'s generate 0. In the latter case we deduce
M
again from mod ^  theory that an(fx) = n 1 a ^(f-^ ). Then we
refer to (1) of §2.5. We have hereby finished the considera­
tion of the case of the prime numbers which split completely.
Consequently ( from Cebotarevfs Density Theorem )
there are infinitely many prime p such that a^ generates
the field E. This follows from the fact that A itself has
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such an element whose square generateing E. Now we 
the proof of (ii), as any such an a2^ will generate 
ring "for almost all prime ^ M.
finish 
0 as a
For (1), Ribet uses also, as Serre, the theory of 
Abelian ^-adic representation, since we already have (2), in­
stead of 11 used there, cf. thm.18 of Part I.
4.5. Remark: the case of finite product.
Similar to the case of elliptic curves as Serre did, 
Ribet proves by the way the case for the representation which 
is the product of finitely many these representations, cf. 
also Part II, §12.3.
5. Basic Properties of the representations.
Theorem 2. det
Proof. This is a consequence of the Cebotarev Density
Theorem, as the formula holds for the Frobenii.
Theorem 3. ( Ribet [3] thm.2.3 ) The is a simple K^-
representation.
Proof. For otherwise the semi-simplification r of
will be given by two characters:
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r = <P{ © <pv
r is now a semi-simple K-rational Abelian Ar^dic repre­
sentation of G, hence locally algebraic by the theorem of 
Serre and Lang. According to Part I §8.3, these <Jt>* differ 
from some powers of the cyclotomic character by charac­
ters of finite order unramified outside N. Write
A  -  u  <h  •
Now we have
a 7 = tr(r(F(p))) = fL,(p)pn.+ ^(p)pn t
A  <A= t
We have £ , and n,+n^ = k-1, since is of infinite
order. We want hereupon to deduce something about the grouth
of the a-,* s.T
The Petersson conjecture ick-t)< 2p shows
k/2, hence n, = n^ s (k-l)/2. In particular k is odd.
± ^  since £(-l) = -1. It is just from these data that one 
can estimate then
^  |a^|2p’s = -21og(s-k) + 0(1) as s — > k+.
? TN
In fact(*\ we have firstly |a^|2 = | 6,(p)|2Pk-1+ I £ ^ p ) T Pk_1+ 
+ 2Re( £s(p) £v(p)) Pk_1 = 2pk_1+ 2Re( £((p) F,(p)) pk_1, if P / N.
But we have known
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V  ^= -log^+ 0(1) as -- > 0 +
( Hardy & Wright [1] p.352-353 ). £ ' = 1 , ^  1. Let
l (z, e) = 7T a- a P)p-z).
So
logL(z,t' ) = - Y, logd-t'Cp)?-2 )
= C ( p )p _z + ^ o ( p -2z)
= Y  + ° ( D  as Z. - >  1+ .
We know L(l, £_/ ) ^ 0 ( Apostol [1] p.149 ) since £, ’ ^ 1.
Therefore the asymptotic behaviour of the summation is
T ,  I a p !2 p-3 = 2 X  P ' ^ ' 1 + 2Re Y j  £.'(p)pk-1-S + 0(1 )
= -21og(s-k) + 0(1) as s — > k+ .
But according to Rankin [1] the sum is
-log(s-k) + 0(1) as s — > k+ .
From this we have a contradiction. qed. (*)
(*) I would like to thank Dr.K.M. Tsang of the University of 
Hong Kong who taught me this method of the estimation.
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Proposition 4. ( Ribet [3] thm.4.1 ) is not Abelian.
Proof. This is because §3.5 and the above proposition.
The standard method of average gives
Proposition 5. The restriction of on every open subgroup
of " is' semi-simple.
Proof. G is compact, cf. Part I, §8.1.
Assume k > 1 in the rest of this section.
Theorem 6. ( Ribet [3] thm.4.3 ) Gv = the image of G^ in
PGL(2,K^) is infinite.
Proof. The method of using L-functions is due to Serre.
Assume not the case. Then there are infinitely many primes p 
such that, £ (p) = 1, p splits completely in L where 
Gal(L/Q) = G^, and S^(F(p)) is scalar. Then
a ^  = 4pk ' t (p) = 4p* ' .
for these primes. If k-1 is odd then all these p are 
ramified which is impossible. So k-1 is even. Write k = 
2m+l and ^  ^W° ^acts ^ and det
- £. together show im is finite by direct computation.
The rest of the proof is to compare the L-functions of ^  and
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The Artin theory gives the functional equation of 
. On the other hand Ly^  also has a functional equation for 





symmetric under s |--> k-s, from the point of view of
modular functions. On the other hand Ln has -factor from 
the representation theory:
(2^ "Sr(s-m)
also symmetric under s |--> k-s ( shifted by ). Compar­
ing the y  -factors we have
T  v s } - T i *^ t v - V)
C A S TJ ( l-a-kp ^  )vvi.
where c, A £ (£ , non-zero, a ^. (E , , p, primes. This
is impossible. In fact when s = 1, ...., m, left hand side 
of the above eqality has a simple zero; when s = m+1, ....,
2m, the left hand side has a simple pole. There are no other 
zeros and poles. This forces the right hand side to be
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c a t^t d-p^ p's) tt  d-p. p'% r 1s  ^  ^ . V VA- ) \
But if s takes integer values and -- > t>o we see a
contradiction.
The following theorem leads to two different cases.
Thoerem 7. ( Ribet [3] prop.4.4 ) Either
(1) ^X|H is irreducible for any open subgroup H of
G,
or
(2) there is some open subgroup H of index 2 in G
such that for any open subgroup H 1 , ^X (H') is
Abelian iff H'i H.
Proof. For any open subgroup H, since H is semi­
simple, we see:
§k \R not irreducible =*> diagonalized “ > Abelian.
So if (1) is not true, then there is an open subgroup on which ^ 
is Abelian. Then a group lemma thm.l7A together with thm.8 
shows the desired results.
6. Complex multiplication.
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Let's consider more carefully. Suppose we have two 
eigenforms f and f', with weights k, k*, levels N, N',
eigenvalues a^ , a^ , nebentypi £ , , representations
Sj| , ^  , respectively.
Proposition 8. ( Ribet [3] thm. §3 ) If a = a' for a set I T
of primes of density 1, then k = k' , a? = a'T for all p
prime to NN'' , 6(d) = t*(d) if (d, NN') = 1.
Proof. This is because Cebotarev's Density Thoerem and 
the fact that two representations having same trace in charac­
teristic 0 are isomorphic ( lemma 2 of §2.6, Part I ).
One sees from the proof that the field K =(®(a^) 
contains the values 6 (d) for d | N.
We proceed.
Proposition 9. ( Ribet [3] prop.3.2 ) Let L be the
largest totally real subfield of K. Then either L = K or 
K is an imaginary quadratic extension of L ( i.e. K is a 
CM field ).
Proof. For OcAut((C), consider <3 (f) we have ( (3) of 
§1.3.2 )
S (aT) - S(aT)CT(£(p))
But a^= a^£(p) acted by (5“ gives
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cr (a T) - c r ( a T)cr(t(p ))
This means CT commutes with the complex conjugate on K. 
Then K is a CM field if K ^ L, cf. Shimura [l].
One sees easily ( cf. (3) of §1.3.2 )
Proposition 10. ( Ribet [3] prop.3.3 ) K is a CM field
unless £ is of order 2 and
(*) d(p)a^ = a^ for p | N
Conversly, (*) implies that K is totally real.
6.1. The definition.
Let f be as above, y  be a mod D Dirichlet 
character. Then
f $ = "^^> (n)a. qn
is a modular form of the same weight k on U(ND2 ) of neben- 
typus Actually f is an eigenform. ^
Definition, 
by if,
For Cp ^ 1, say f has complex multiplication
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§  (p)aT = a-f
for a set of primes p of density 1.
Remark. The proof of thm.10 indicates that "primes of den­
sity 1" can be replaced by "all primes outside DN". f has 
CM by ^  means the same as the representations attached to 
f ^ ^  and f are isomorphic. One can prove in this case 
= . So is of order 2. If F is the quadratic field
corresponding to we also say f has CM by F.
Example If £ ^ 1 and K. = L then f has CM by <£ .
( (3) § 1.3.2 )
7. Modular forms with complex multiplication.
Theorem 11. ( Ribt [3] prop.4.4 ) If (2) of thm.7 occurs,
F is the quadratic extension for H, then F is unramified 
outside N, f has CM by F. Conversely, if f has CM 
by F then the restriction of  ^ on Gal(Q/F) is Abelian. 
Proof. At this time, there is a Cartan subgroup C of
GL(2,K^) with normalizer N such that [G :Gf\ C] = 2. Now 
we have
: G > G/H N/C = \±
where corresponds to H or F which is obviously un­
ramified outside ( as is induced by ).
But if s £ N\C then tr(s) =0. So if g (; G 
such that (g) = -1, then tr(^(g)) = 0. Hence
a ? = 0 if p If N and (p) = -1.
This just means f has CM by cji .
Conversely, let H = ker(^). As there is
a matrix M ^ GL(2,K^) such that
M''ijA (g)M -<%>(g)^(g).
That there are some g H implies M is not a scalar and 
actually semi-simple since (g) = -1. The commutant of M 
in GL(2, is Abelian and contains
7.1« Concrete construction by Grossencharacters.
Let F be an imaginary quadratic field over dg. k 
> 1. Choose an embedding <3~ : F -- ><C .
Let be a Grossencharacter of F with infinite
type 3 ^  . Let m be an integral ideal over which is
defined. View as a homomorphism:
> <Exfractional ideal prime to m
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So ^  ((a)) - CJ1 (a) if a t F and a z. 1 ( mod mx ).
Let 4^  be fc^ e Dirichlet character associated to F, 
viewed as defined mod D, where -D is the discriminant of 
F. Let M = N(m). ^  is given by
a |---- > ^  ((a))/(j(a) for a t Z
Put £ - • Being so, let
§ = Y,
be defined by
. ■ 1  *  <a> ■ T '*1
where the sum runs over the integral primes C \  prime to m. 
Then
Thoerem 12. ( Ribet [3] thm.3.4. ) g is cusp form of
weight k, nebentypus for J^(DM). It is also an eigen-
form with eigenvalues c^, if p / DM.
Remark. When g is viewed as a newform of some level divid­
ing DM, g has CM by , for if - “1? there is no
ideal (jL. such that N(C\) = p, i.e., c^ = 0. ( see Hecke: 
Lectures on the theory of algebraic numbers, thm.90 )
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7.2. Complete description.
Theorem 13. ( Ribet [3] thm.4.5 ) If case (2) of thm.7
occurs, let F corresponding to H, then ^|H is Abelian 
for all ; and
(1) F is unramified outside N;
(2) F is ramified at , i.e. imaginary;
(3) f is always obtained from a Grossencharacter
as in §7.1.
Proof. Independent of comes from a theorem of the theory 
of 5^ -adic representations ( i.e. the system comes from a 
Serre's torus. This can also be seen from the very definit 
of CM which is independent of X  • ) (1) is then obvious.
ion
^X |H is locally algebraic because F is quadratic. 
So there is a representation
r: Sm ---- > GL(2,Kx)3
giving our system of 7\radic representations ( ^ ) ,  where Sm 
is a Serre's torus associatd to F with some module m.
Let's write




where I is the idele group of F. ( Here we have chosen an
embedding K -- > <E. ) Cfy are viewed as Grossencharacters,
whose conductors dividing m. interchange under the con­
jugate of F/ Q ( simply because that is a character of
Sm  if is, and that the condition the (j> satisfy. See
also Weil [1] ).
We have
(*) Cl)l4 x= £ (N°rm)k_1
( see §6.3 of Part I ) where Norm is the canonical norm. 
For each t I, J( N("iti)n we have
where
tr(^(F(^> )) = 9 ,(^> ) + ^('^> )
F(^> ) is the Frobenius of F at ^  
Now if F is real, then 
= (Norm)11' 'Ll,
for some integers n; and characters of finite order.
Hence
tr(^(F<^ )) = )"* + )N(^ )n'.
for almost all ^  . Take those p split completely in F 
the above equality becomes
a? = tr(^\(F(p))) = L(p)pn’ + tx(p)pn\
Our previous proof of thm.8 shows then we must have n , = n L = 
•^(k-1). So over K the representation r can be represented 
as:
®  U .  ®  t o -
which contradicts thm.8. Therefore F has to be imaginary,
i.e. (2) holds.
Let <3T and ^  be the two embeddings of F in (E . 
If the infinite type of ^  is > then that of ^  is
( as seen from (*) ). (*) then shows
m + n = k-1.
m ^ n; for otherwise, as ^  (Norm)m = (CT^ )m upto a 
character of finite order, our previous argument will still 
lead to a contradiction ( to thm.8 ). Without loss of 
generalirity, assume n > m. Let cj) = t (Norm)m. We have
TT(i-v-s
Tm
+e(p)^_1“2s)-1= TTd - $,( V  )Nt> -3)-1
T
= TTd-4>(t> )N
In fact for over P the product
( l - ^ C ^ ) ^ " 8) )N^_S) = 1-a^p-3 + £(p) pk'1_2s
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as <(> q>> Let g be the modular form of weight
n-m+1 associated to as defined in §7.1, we have
L^(s) = Lj(s-m)
upto some Euler factors. The same contradiction as in the
proof of thm.8 occurs unless m = 0. So f is a newform as­
sociated to ^  in the sense of §7.1.
8. The case k = 1. *1
Before the nontrivial situation k > 1 we take a 
glance of the forms of weight 1 ( Serre [9] ). The obvious 
connection is
representation <-> Artin L-function 
<-> Dirichlet series 
<-> Modular form.
A special characterization in this case ( i.e. k =
1 ) is that the representation has open kernel hence finite 
image. We view ^  as a representation to GL(2,(C). Consider 
the projection of to PGL(2,(C^ apply the results in Part
IV, the image has thus three possibilities:
(a) Cn: cyclic of order n;
(b) Dn: dihedral of order 2n, n > 2;
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(c) A^ , Ag or Ss.
In case (a) ^  is Abelian hence reducible ( over (C ), other
cases are not ( §3 loc. cit. ). The image is independent of
We turn to hereafter the determination of the image 
of the 5. -adic representation. Recall we have denoted the 
images of ^  and ^  by and G^, resp., and their Lie
algebras in gl(2,(58^ ) by (>j and ^ X -
9. The CM case.
Theorem 14. Let f be a newform having complex multiplica­
tion by an imaginary quadratic field F. Then - F®Q^.
Proof. Note by thm.13 such an f comes from a Grossen-
character hence in view of §7.1 we have K = F. Then the
restriction of ^  on H = Gal(Q/F) commutes with F. There­
fore we have the representation:
$jv : H ----> GL(2,F3Sg(j)
It is Abelian ( thm.ll ). This system of j^-adic repre- 
sentations are locally algebraic by the theorem of Serre and 
Lang. Hence it comes from a representation of a Serre's torus 
associated to F with some module m ( cf. the proof of 
thm.13; see also Part I ):
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r: Sm ------> GL(2,F»08l)
This representation is in fact defined over F. The facts 
that the image is Abelian and semi-simple together force that
r has to be the map S m --> FX^GL(2,F) ( S m associated to
F! ).
10. Forms without complex multiplication.
From now on, we will assume k > 1 and f does not
have CM.
10.1. The case without extra twists.
Recall our representation 
G ---- > GL(2,K^)
attached to a modular form f satisfying det > so on
the open subgroup H = ker£, of G, det ^(H) i There­
fore
C'  ^ S1(2’V  •
The equality does not always hold ( though it seems to be ) 
because there are extra operators on which commute with
G hence give more resriction.
10.1.1 The most apparent one may be (3) of §1.3.2. If H = 
ker then
tr^l( H ) c L ® Q 1
and hence if k is even ( which implies that the complex con­
jugate is in H, see §3.3 ) we have
^(H) iGL(2,L*Qj) iGL(2,K®<$j)
and
(4> %  s  =  a *  %
where Q\ = ^u^gl(2,L) | tr(u)£q>
10.1.2 Next we assume k odd. Recall as mentioned in the 
Introduction is in fact a space of automorphic forms and 
now, there is an operator W on satisfying W 2 = (-N)^ ^
and
WaW = a if a ^  K
w^(g) =C'(g)^(g)W - ^(g)w £ ( g )  if g ^ G
( cf. §10.4 below ). Let A be the algebra generated by W 
over K. This is a quaternion L-algebra. H atcs on A- 
linearly. ( Assume 1 hence L ^ K. ) Now V is iden­
tified with the regular representation of A and B = End VA
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A ( all over L ). We see thus
Proposition 15. ( Ribet [3] thm.5.5 ) For each
^ ( H )  C. AutA(Vx) = (B^Q^)X 
and furthermore
^ ( H )   ^ a (B ® ^)*  | d e tL(u)  ^ Q^.
From this proposition we have in particular
(5) C3 l  - Gl^ =  Olx)
where 0""'- =  ^ u  ^B | t r (u )  t  (ig^|
Remark. 2^ gl(2,Dtf(®^).
10.1.3 When the are chosen for k even and odd respec­
tively with the inclusions (4) and (5), we have
Theorem 16. ( Ribet [3] thm.5.7 ) The equlity does not
hold iff f admits extra twists ( see §10.2 for the defini­
tion ).
Proof. Assume
^  : H ---- > GL(2,L&Qq_)
and gl(2 ,L^Q^ ) # For each embedding 0" : K --> Q ^
let
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^  : G -----------> G L ( 2 , K ® Q i ) ----------- > G L ( 2 , Q j )
corresponding to the decomposition for K$Q . Now the usedA
idea of "two principal" applies. In fact we have met similar
situation in §11.1, Part II. The conditions there are
satisfied now. The proof of the theorem of §11.1 Part II 
shows ^ 0-^  ^ iff for some embeddings *0" ^  T  , V& and
become isomorphic as modules of an open subgroup of G. 
We have at this time a character
: G ---- >(*£
such that ^  Oc which means exactly that f admits ex­
tra twists ( see the proof in Ribet [3] ). qed.
10.2. Extra twists.
Say f admits extra twisting if f has CM, or
there are Aut( (C ) ,*X| L ^ id, and a character : G -- > (£*
unramified outside N such that
<£(p)
for a set of primes p of density 1 ( hence for almost all
P )•
There are examples indicating that some f indeed
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admits extra twistings. As is seen above, this is the reason 
that deters from being equal to our above constructed 
Lie algebra.
10.3. Twisting group.
To avoid this obstruction, it is better to consider 
all twists. Momose does this. He calls such a pair ("1,4) ( 
or ( c r > symbolically ) a twist of f. Then the basic fact 
is ( characters are Dirichlet characters ):
Proposition 17. ( Momose [l] lemma 1.5 )
(a) Each twist is of the form ( C T , X O  with \  is of 
order 1 or 2;
(b) For any two twists (Cf,*) and = XCT on
K.
Put T = the set of twists. T turns out to be an ( 
Abelian Galois ) group under
(<r,X)Ct,p = ( f f T A X
For a number field L with the set °f primes put
Ft 3 <®(av : v t L  9 v^N)




Propositon 18. ( Momose [1] prop.1.7 )
(a) K/Ff is an Abelian extension and T -- > Gal(K/Ff)
via Or, *) |-- > ST is an isomorphism;
(b) F 2. Ff for any number fields L.
10.4. Twisting operators.
Momose essentially defines for each twist ((T,^) a 
twist operator ^  on ( Q -linear, but may not be K-linear
in general ). These twist operators satisfy
(a) ^  a = a ^  if a £ K;
(b) F(p) =^(p)F(p)p^  if p | N;
Let D = ^  ® = t*le centralizer of D in E n d ^  . When
these are ready, we have
Proposition 19. ( Momose [l] thm.3.1 )
(a) D is a Q;-subspace of End^V and is F^Q -central
simple. Moreover \ is a basis of the left K-
vector space D;
(b) E is a quaternion algebra over Ff.
10,5. The Lie algebra.
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We can now consider the Lie algebra ^\l • Let 
Cl, =  ^x (■ E : Trd(x) £ Q
where Trd = the reduced trace of E/Ff . Then
Theorem 20. ( Momose [1] thm.4.1 ) ^  ^  •* Cl^ =
for all
Proof. Consider Gf = Gal(($/Lf). By the definition of Lf
and (b) of §10.4 Gf commutes with D. Together with the fact 
mentioned in §10.1, we have Let as usual
¥  = E«Q^ and E" = TT
r
where (T runs through 1 d  : F -- > Q \ > and. E = E®_ qj
M^( (Jg^ where is an F^Q^-module via
f ® w l — — > q ;.
Consider
: Gf ---- > e 't <-----E"
\ ;
Autiiv1 —  E i
where E ‘*GL(2,^)r ( see the definition of E r ). Let
CJ T = Lie(im^ 'Q, Cl* = gK2,(®)r
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We begin our argument, showing , cf. the same
method in Part II, §11.2.
Step (a). 0 cr = CTg-, for each (J.
This follows from the irreducible thm.7 under the
assumption the f does not have CM and the fact
that detP (G^) is open in In fact fromr V.
semi-simplicity and thm.7 we have had —
sl(2^) .
Step (b). The map ^ -- > \ (x, y) <= Cjf x ^  | tr(x) = tr(y)^
is surjective for ^ ri .
Otherwise, ~  with (J ^ X  on F^ as
modules which is a fact seen before; or, con­
sidered as isomorphic modules of some open subgroup 
of G. So for some ( see the proof of thm.16 ), 
f *X fv® $  . If one writes CT for TX? and for
i •yHCp , he has
fCr= f ^  for some (J* 4 id on F^  .
But then (cT,^ >) t T, and Gal(K/F^) . This is a 
contradiction.
Step (c). The remaining is standard. qed.
11. The image of ^  .
We shall discuss the image of the representation in
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group level in this section. We follow Ribet [4]. Let l(v) 
be an inertia subgroup of a place v of Q over p.
Main lemma ( Ribet [4] corol.1.2 ) There exists an open 
subgroup U of I(v) such that ^(g) is nilpotent for 
all g  ^U and P*
For : G = Gal(Q/<$) --> GL(2,0^) we let "J'
denote the mod X  reduction:
: G ---- > GL(2,FX).
Theorem 21. ( Ribet [4] thm.2.1 ) Let H iG be an open
subgroup. Then for almost all \ 9 the following statements 
hold:
(a) The representation H is an irreducible 2-
dimensional representation of H over
(b) The order of is divisible by ^(\).
Proof.
Step 1: Reduce to the case G = H.
Assume the theorem is true for G. Let h * [G:H]. 
By (a) and (b) ( cf. thm.23A ) G^ will contain SL(2,F^). But 
each orbit in P^(F ) with respect to the action of G'k has 
cardinality > ^ as is seen from the action by SL(2,1F^). So 
if 5. > h, H is also irreducible. Hence (a). (b) is
obvious.
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Step 2: Let’s now prove the theorem for H = G.
First, consider a X  at which ^  is reducible.
Then its semi-simplification is given by
t . V  ©
where & = $((X) and ( see §9.3, Part I ) are Dirichlet
characters unramified outside N, m and n are determined 
modulo ^ and m + n k-1 (mod X) • Now
(6) t,(p)\(F(p))n +C,(p)\(F(p))m
(p) Pn + lx (p) P m ( mod \ )
This is in fact the situation corresponding to (a) of §4.3; 
but we can not deduce (a)* because of the 1 s. However we
remark that according to the main lemma ( together with the
unramified property ) we have an open subgroup U of G, in- 
depedndent of \  , at which the t; are trivial. Then from 
mod theory we can deduce ( cf. §4.3 of Swinnerton-Dyer [1] )
that among the n and m one is 0 and the other is k-1 
( as Ribet claims ). We consider this U which corresponds
to a finite extension L, say, of dg. For the primes which
split completely in L (6) still has the form
a 1 + p ^ “1 ( mod \) for p ]( N.
This lifts to
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a ? = 1 + pk_1
which contradicts the Petersson conjecture. This finishes 
(a).
For (b), if it fails for a X  ( cf. thm.lO.A ) 
there are possibilities listed there ( and we use the notation 
there ). For (1) G^ is contained in a Cartan subgroup which 
must split because of §3.4. We refer to (a). (3) occurs only
finitely many times for otherwise the functon
F(g) = (tr( ^ x(g))2/(det ^ x(g))
lifts to G -- >2Z*. However the image can not be finite
which contradicts the conditions in thm.lOA.
Finally we consider (b). We can consider only those 
\  such that G~ is contained in the normalizer N of a Car- 
tan subgroup C but not in C. The quadratic extension 
corresponding to
G~ --- > N/C = \ ±l\ .
is unramified outside N. Hence there only finitely many K^. 
If (2) fails for infinitely many X we can choose a K simul­
taneous for still infinitely many If is the Dirichlet
character of K we have
a ? ^<|>(p)aT ( mod for p 1( N
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form the evry definiton. It lifts to a ^ =  <f>(p)ap which 
means f has complex multiplication, contradictary to our 
assumption. qed.
Let D, E and F^ be as in §10.4. We have seen that 
if H « Gal((®/L) ( Lf there ) then H commutes with D when 
all are considered as operators on V . Therefore we have a 
realization:
( extended automatically to D ). As has been shown that H 
is open in
^  : H -----> (E»<®^ .
Again if n is the reduced norm of D over
x
X : n(x) t
For almost all ^ we have E $ Q '^ M(2,F®(®1). Let
R be the ring of integers of Fy So ^|H
GL(2,R^) for suitably chosen basis.
in A. where x
has values in
has image
Theorem 22. ( Ribet [4] thm.3.1 ) For almost all ^ -
V
Proof. The group-theoretic technique is that used in § 4.4.
For each ^ prime to v let a v - tr( $„(F(v))) ( independent
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of ^ ) where F(v) is the Frobenius for H at v. We show 
that there is a place v of F such that a2„ generates F 
over Q .
To see this we first show that there is an a v such 
that a^ generates F^  over Q^. In fact, the set
U =  ^x ^ : (tr(x))2 generates F^ over ^
is open because it is also the set of the x's that the sub­
algebra generated by (tr(x))2 is of dimension equal to that 
of F^. We use the trick used in §4.4 to consider those prime 
numbers which split completely in L where H = Gal(($/L). 
We see for these ^ admits a sequence u h — > 1 having
the property described in the definition of U. As is
open in A^, we find U ^ cj) . Cebotarev's Density Theorem 
hereof implies the existence of a v. Such an av will turn 
out to fit almost all 3.* But from the data in § 3 that av is 
an algebraic number so avtR. It follows that a2v generates 
F over Q and consequently R^ over 7L for almost all X*
With this fact ( set x = ^(F(v)) ) and the pre­
vious theorem, we compare thm.20A & 22A. The map
H ----> GL(2,2^ ) ----> 2**'
which is ^ ^  , is surjective for almost all ( those prime 
to [G:H] ). We are done.
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Part IV Appendix; Group Theory
0. We will generally use p to denote a prime number
in this chapter.
1. The group theory of GL(2) plays an important role
in the determination of the images of the Galois 
representations. In fact the dimension 2 is essential in most 
of the techniques we meet. We collect here some of the 
frequently used results for convenience.
2. Assume G is a subgroup of "fj GL(2,Z£p), Gp its
projection to each factor GL(2,2Zp), Gp is the "mod p" 
image of Gp in GL(2,]Fp), i.e., modulo p entrywise.
The result from the openness of all Gp to the 
openness of G indicats the "independent of p, for almost 
all p".
Theorem 1. ( Serre [6] IV §3.1 main lemma ) Assume G is
closed, and that
(1) Gp is open in GL(2,2p) for all p;
(2) The image of G by det: "fT GL(2,2£p) --> TT ^p is
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open;
(3) contains SL(2,Fp) for almost all p.
Then G is open in JJ GL(2,£ ).P
Remark The theorem can be slightly generalized, see thm.16.
3.
Theorem 2. ( Serre [6] IV §3.4 lemma 1 ) PGL(2,Fp) is
simple if d ^ 5. Every proper subgroup of PGL(2,Fp) is 
solvable, or isomorphic to the alternative group A^. The 
last possibility occurs only if p = ± 1  (mod 5).
Theorem 3. ( Serre [6] IV 3.4 lemma 2 ) No proper sub­
group of SL(2,Fp) maps onto PSL(2,lFp).
The following theorem shows why we can use the 
method of mod p.
Theorem 4. ( Serre [6] IV §3.4 lemma3 ) Let H be a closed
subgroup of SL(2,Zp) whose "mod p" image in SL(2,Fp) 
is the whole SL(2,Fp). Assume p ^ 5, then H = SL(2,Zp).
4. We now consider subgroups of GL(2) over finite
fields. For a field Fq of q = p* elements we would write 
GL(2,q) rather than GL(2,Fq). Similr for gl(2,q) and 
PGL(2,q) etc.
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4.1 #GL(2,q) = (q-1)2q(q+l).
4.2 Gartan subgroups ( q = p )
(a) Split: C:|[ °^ j \





cyclic of order p-1.
G = C*'IEpX. ( In particular the only Cartan subgroup 
containing G* is G. ) They have the same image in 
PGL(2,p) cyclic of order p-1.
(b) Non-split. If k^gl(2,p) is a field of p 2
elements, i.e. a quadratic extension of IFp, then the 
non-split Cartan subgroup will be kx. It is cyclic 
of order p2 -1, with image in PGL(2,p) cyclic of 
order p+1.
x4.3 The intersection of all Cartan subgroups is F n ;sr
and their union is the set of elements of order prime to p.
4.4 For s ^ GL(2,p) such that Tr(s)2-4det(s) ^ 0, ( 
cf. end of thm 16. ) it is contained in a unique Cartan 
subgroup. This Gartan subgroup splits if Tr(s)2 -4det(s) is 
quadratic residue. Note every non-center element of a non­
split Gartan subgroup has no fixed line.
4.5 Assume that C is a Gartan subgroup,
normalizer. ( p ^ 2 if C splits. )
N its
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c splits then N = Cuj^ ? [N:G] =2. If s
t N\C Then Tr(s) * 0.
C is non-split then, if s ^ N^C, x f > sxs"' is
the Frobenius! So sas' ^  for any a in C.
Again [N:C] = 2  and s £ N\C implies Tr(s) * 0. 
Let C, N be the images of C and N in PGL, 
respectively. Then N is the normalizer of C, 
which is a diedral group.
Borel subgroups
> order p(p-l)2.
Obviously a Cartan subgroup contained in a Borel subgroup must 
split.
Theorem 5. ( Serre [8] §2.2 prop.14 ) Let C be a Cartan
subgroup in GL(2,p) and N its normalizer. Assume C* 
is a Cartan subgroup ( resp. semi-split-Cartan subgroup ) 
contained in N. Suppose p ^ 5 if C* split, p ^ 3 
otherwise. We have C* = C ( resp. C*<LC ).
5. We continue §4. G is a subgroup of GL(2,p) in
the sequal.
Theorem 6. ( Serre [8] §2.5 prop.15 ) If G is of order
divisable by p, then G contains SL(2,p), or is contained 







In the following theorems 7-9 k is any field.
Theorem 7. ( Serre [8] §2.5 prop.16 ) Suppose H is a
finite subgroup of PGL(2,k) of order prime to the charac­
teristic of k. Assume H is neither cyclic nor dihedral, 
then H is isomorphic to A^, S^, or A$. In particular 
H is of order 12, 24, 60, its elements are of order 1, 2, 
3, 4 and 5.
Theorem 8. ( Serre [8] §2.5 corol. ) If chark = 2 or 3,
all finite subgroups of PGL(2,k) of orders prime to char.k 
are cyclic or dihedral.
Theorem 9. ( Serre [8] 2.5 Remarque ) PGL(2,k) contains
(1) A^ iff, ^ x  ^k such that x 2+x = 1  if char.k=2,
^ y, k such that y2 +z2 = -1 if char.k ^ 2.
(2) S^ iff char.k ^ 2 and z k such that y 2+z 2 =
-1.
(3) A5 iff 9 x, y, z ^ k such that x 2+x = 1 and y2+z2
=  - 1 .
Theorem 10. ( Serre [8] §2.6 ) Let G be of order prime
to p, H its image in PGL(2,p). Then we have the fol­
lowing cases:
(1) H is cyclic, contained in a Cartan subgroup of PGL 
unique if H ^ 1. We conclude that G is contained 
in a Cartan subgroup.
(2) H is dihedral, containing a cyclic subgroup C', non­
trivial of index 2. C1 is contained in a unique
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Car tan subgroup C of PGL, H is the normalizer of C. We 
conclude that G is contained in the normalizer of a 
Cartan subgroup.
(3) H is isomorphic to A^, , A^, and the final case
occurs only if p s  ±1 (mod 5). We see that if s k G' 
then u = Tr(s)2/det(s) is equal to 4, 0, 1, 2 or 
satisfies u2 - 3u + 1 = 0.
Theorem 11. ( Serre [8] §2.7 prop.17 ) Assume that G
contains a Gartan subgroup G ( resp. semi-split-Cartan 
subgroup ), and p 4 5 if C splits. Then one of the 
following holds:
(1) G = GL(2,p);
(2) G is contained in a Borel subgroup;
(3) G is contained in the normalizer of a Cartan 
subgroup.
Theorem 12. ( Serre [8] §2.8 prop.18 ) Assume that G
contains a Gartan subgroup G ( resp. semi-split-Cartan 
subgroup ). Suppose p ^ 2 and G is normal, then G =
GL(2,p).
Note that Tr(s)2-4det(s) is the square of the dif­
ference of the eigenvalues of s ^ GL(2).
Theorem 13. ( Serre [8] §2.8 prop. 19 ) Suppose p >, 5 and
the following conditions hold:
(1) ^ s  ^G such that Tr(s)2-4det(s) is a non-zero
quadratic residue in and Tr(s) ^ 0;
(2) Us* ^ G such that Tr(s*)2-4det(s’) is a quadratic
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non-residue in IF and Tr(s') ^ 0;
(3) ^ s'* ^ G such that u = Tr(s")2 /det(s") is distinct 
from 0, 1, 2, 4, and u2-3u+l V  0.
Then G contains SL(2,p). In particular if det: G -->
IFp is surjective then G = GL(2,p).
Theorem 14. ( Serre [8] §2.8 corol. ) Assume the following
hypothesis holds:
(*) For any t  ^IFp and any d (: IF* there is an s in 
G such that
Tr(s) = t and det(s) = d.
Then G — GL(2jp).
6. The following results are related to the case of the
product of finitely many representations. Assume k is a 
positive even integer. K is a field. A subgroup G of
GL(2,K) is semi-simple if it acts on K$K semi-simply.
Theorem 15. ( Ribet [1] §2 thm.2.1 ) Assume that K^,
•••• , K t are finite extensions of ( p ^ 5 ), 0^  0 2
.... , 0 the rings of the integers. Let G be a closed
subgroup of
GL(2,01)x.... xGL(2,0t) 
whose Mmod p" image in






Theorem 16. ( Ribet [1] §2 corol.2.2 ) Suppose G is a
closed subgroup of
A - {(u,,-- - ,u,) ^TT ^ ( 2 , 0 ^  : detu, = —  =detut \ 
which satisfies:
(1) det(G) = z£k";
(2) The image of G *mod pM in J"]" GL(2,CK/pCL ) contains
TT SL(2,0i/p0i);
Then G = A.
Theorem 17* ( Ribet [l] 2 thm.2.3 ) Let G be a compact
semi-simple subgroup of GL(2,K), where K is a finite 
extension of . Suppose that G has an open Abelian sub­
group N, but [G:Gf\Kx] =co. Then G has an open Abelian 
subgroup of index 1 or 2.
Let M V •*F ; it is an% Fp-algebra*
Theorem 18. ( Ribet [1] §3 thm.3.1 ) Let G be a subgroup
of
A = | (u, , • • ■ ,ut) TT GL(2,q.c) : det(u, ,•' • ,ut) t ^
which satisfies
(1) det: G -- > !Fp is surjective;
 ^ 2.
(2) G contains an element x such that (Tr(x)) gen­
erates the Fp-algebra M;
(3) The image of each projection r* : G -- > GL(2,q-c) is
an irreducible subgroup of GL(2,q*c) whose order is 
divisible by p.
Then G = A.
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Let A be a subgroup of BxB* for which the
projections r: A -- > B, r*: A ---> B* are surjective, with




( Ribet [l] §3 lemma 3.3 ) The image of 
is the graph of an isomorphism 
----> B1/N1.
A in
Theorem 20. ( Ribet [l] § 3 lemma 3.4 ) Let S^, • •••, Sfc
( t > 1 ) be finite groups with no non-trivial Abelian 
quotients. Let G be a subgroup of 
S = S^x* • x S t 
such that each projection
G ---- > S^xSj i ± j
is surjective. Then G = S.
Theorem 21. ( Ribet [1] §3 lemma 3.4 ) Let T^,..... ,Tt
( t > 1 ) be profinite groups. Assume for each i that 
the following condition is satisfied: for each open sub­
group U of T*, the closure of the commutator subgroup of 
U is open in T;. Let G be a closed subgroup of 
T = T ••-x T t
which maps onto an open subgroup to each T^xTj. Then G 
is open in T.
Assume A is subgroup of GL(2,q)xGL(2,q') con-
taining a (u, u'1) such that det(u) := v k and det(u1) = V
for some pair of even integers (k, kf) and a v. G is a
subgroup of A. The following theorem helps us to apply the
"two principle".
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Theorem 22. ( Ribet [1] §3 thm.3.8 ) Assume A and G
has the same projections B and B1 to GL(2,q), GL(2,q'). 
Suppose Gc A but G ^ A. Then q = q* and, there is a (T£ 
Gal(]Fn/lFD) and a character £: G --> IFq such that, forH. ir ^
any (u, uf) in G:
tr(u1 ) = £(u, u*) tr(uf, 
det(u') = (£(u, u1)) det(u).
Theorem 23. ( Ribet [1] §3 thm.3.6 ) Let p >, 5, q = p\
Suppose that G is a subgroup of PSL(2,q) whose order is 
divsible by p and is "irreducible" in the sense that it 
acts without fixed points on P^(F^). Then there is a sub­
field K of IFq such that G is conjugate either to 
PGL(2,K) or PSL(2,K).
7. Similar results hold for subalgebras in gl(2), and
simpler.
7.1 Let V be a 2-dimensioal vector space, X be a
line in V. We have the following subalgebras of gl(V):
(a) Borel subalgebra b x = \ u  ^gl(V) : u(X) 1 X \;
(b) r, = \ u * gl(V) : u(V)t X
(c) n x = \ u t gl(V) : u(V) ^  X & u(X) = 0 \ .





under suitably chosen basis.
7.1.1 Gartan algebra.
It is a subalgebra of dimension 2 which acts semi- 
simply on V.
7.1.1.1 Split Cartan subalgebra: it can be represented by
the matrices of the following form:
7.1.1.2 Non-split Cartan subalgebra: it is a quadratic field 
extension of the definition, field.
7.2
Theorem 24. ( Serre [2] §1.4 prop.2 ) A Lie subalgebra of
gl(V) properly containing a Cartan subalgebra C is either 
a Borel subalgebra or gl(V). The former case is impossible 
if C is non-split.
7.3
Theorem 25. Assume that -5* are simple finite
dimensional Lie algebras and U is a subalgebra of JJ-S
If for any i < j the projection U -- > is
surjective, then
0  - T T S v  •
Theorem 26. Under the same assumption of the preceeding
theorem, if J is an ideal of TT ^  : > then J is a 
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